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Foreword

,The "post-new math framework" might be an appropriate title for
this document to signal its timing. With the demise of "new math,"
this framework presents improved mathematics to fill the void. The
contents reflect the concerns of teachers rather than those of
mathematicians.

The new framework identifies the child,as,the central figure in the
educational scene, and that is as it should be. "The teacher assumes
the role of a guide," say the writers or this document, a guide "who
directs learners to explore, investigate, estimate, and solve everyday,
realistic, pupil-oriented problems."

The. "metric framework" might be another title awribed to this
document, because it establishes the International System of Units
(SI) as the standard for measurement. With my endorsement and
encouragement, the writers submitted and won this concession from
the State, Board of Education.

However, my preference for a title is the "basics framework,"
because the major concern of the writers is clearly the increased use
of sound teaching techniques to enable California schoolchildren to
learn basic mathematics. I wholeheartedly support this approach, and
I hope for every teacher and student the excitement that comes with
.this way of teaching and learning.

Superintendent of cPubik Instruction
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Preface
In 1963 the first framework for mathematics was published by the

California State Depanment of Education. It was coinnionly referred
to as "The Strands Report" because Part One of the framework
outlined eight fundamental concepts or strands which "tied" the
mathematics curriculum together in kindergarten through grade
eight. Also considered in the framework was the dynamic character

'of good mathematics instruction; that is, pupils should be encour-
aged to guess, to experiment, to hypothesize, and to understand
through active participation in the teaching-learning process.

The Second Strands Report (Mathematics Framework for Cali-
fornia Public Schools: Kindergarten Through Grade Eight) was
accepted by the State Board of EduCation in 1968. In this second
report, the network of strands was designed as an integrated whole,
and a satisfactory instructional program was described as one that
would provide a balanced emphasis upon each of the strands.

The Statewide Mathematics Advisory Committee (SMAC),
1967-1970, which prepared the The Second Strands Report. was
charged by the Curriculum Development and Supplemental Materials
Commission and the State Board of Education to consider a suitable
extension of the strands concept through grade twelve. Under the
direction of its chairman, John L. Kelley, the advisory committee
sponsored a conference of 45 participants, including mathematicians,
scientists, secondary teachers of mathematics and science, and
persons using mathematics in industry and computer technology.
The present Ad Hoc Mathematics Framework Committee, whose
members were appointed by the Curriculum Development and
Supplemental Materials Commission in October, 1973, is indebted to
SMAC for the work it accomplished. The framework committee
gathered information from agencies, teachers, professional organiza-
tions, and concerned individuals; and it conducted meetings through-
out the state in an attempt to ensure that a variety of opinions would
be heard.

Because the mathematics program for individual high school
students varies according to their interests, skills, and career
objectives, the strands for the high school level were designed to
respond to the flexibility of school programs. In thiS framework is



contained what a total mathematics program can and should provide
for high school students. Although the Department of Education
plays no direct role in the selection of materials for mathematics
programs in grades nine through twelve, the Department believes that
this framework provides information useful to those responsible for
mathematics programs at every level.

Those responsible for the selection of materials for mathematics
programs in kindergarten through grade eight should find that the
screening criteria contained in the framework are quite useful.
The updated criteria reflect a number of concerns about the
acquisition of basic mathematics skills that prevailed at the time the
framework was revised. It is anticipated that the forthcoming
statewide adoption of materials in mathematics will -reflect the
impact of this publication.

hi the development of a school mathematics program for
California, it seems pointless to refer to contemporary mathematics
programs as the "new math." Our concern should be to make the
very best in mathematics curriculum and instructional practices
available to our students and teachers..We are also interested in
informing the public that high-quality preservice and 'inserviCe
teacher education programs are needed to prepare people to teach
mathematics with the knowledge, skill, and enthusiasm necessary to
serve our pupils with excellence.

The Ad Hoc Mathematics Framework Committee is hopeful that
this publication will provide a set of creative guidelines for teachers,
authors, and publishers to employ in the development of instructional
materials. Further, we expect that the report will be useful to admin-
istrators and teachers in the development of instructional materials
and comprehensive mathematics programs which have objectives
consonant_with_. the needs- of -pupils-and- society.

This publication is the result of the combined efforts of many
interested and concerned individuals, and we express our thanks to
them, especially to Clyde Corcoran, Chairman of the Ad . Hoe
Mathematics Framework Committee, and to the members of his
committee, who are listed on page iv. We also thank the individual
school districts, the offices of the county superintendent of schools,
and the college that provided released time for their selected staff to
complete the framework.

N,.

DONALP R. McKINLEY
chief Deputy Superintendent
of Public Instruction

vi

WILLIAM E. WEBSTER
Deputy Superintendent

for PrOgrams
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Introduction

The California State Board of Education, recognizing the need for
a reappraisal of The Second Strands Repart: Alathernatics Frame-
work for Califbrnia Public Schools published in 1972, mandated the
development of a new and more extensive framework. This 1975
framework will encompass the mathematics program from the
kindergarten level through grade twelve.

This is the third mathematics curriculum framework developed for
use by California public schools. The Second Strands Report
provided an excellent basis for mathematics curriculum development
in the state, but a continuous assessment of a mathematics
framework is needed because of expanding information and knowl-
edge, shthing emphasis in subject areas, and changing organizational
patterns for instruction.

The principal assumption which underlies the thinking of this ad
hoc framework writing committee is that the school mathematics
program should be designed to educate each child to the child's
optimum potential in mathematics.

The recommendations of the revised framework for kindergarten
through grade eight reflect the following changes in emphasis:

1. An increased emphasis on the application of mathematical
concepts to physical objects familiar to children

2. An increased emphasis on computational skills along with the
development of the structural aspects of mathematics

3. An increased emphasis on ways to improve children's attitudes
toward niathematics

4. An, increased emphasis on metric units known as the Inter-
national System of Units, which will be the basis for standard
measurement instruction

5. An increased emphasis on the total concept of decimal numbers
6. An increased emPhasis on application,and problem-solving skills
7. A decreased emphasis on numeration systems other than the

familiar decimal-based system
8. A decreased emphas4 on the computation of fractional num-
' bers'in kindergarten tlfrough grade six
9. A decreased emphasis on set theory

11



The purpose or a Framework is to provide a base from which
,schoolS, 'school districts, and Offices or county superintendents of
schools can develop adequate goalg'and.objectives for their programs.
In addition, the mathematics framework provides the basis for the
development of criteria for the evaluation of instructional Materials
to be considered for adoption by the state of California. This
mathematics framework contains a description of the major com-
ponents of the school mathematics program,' kindergarten threttigh
grade twelve. These components are:

Broad goals an(I objectires
General goals\for learners
Content and topic goals
Program objectives
General content guidelines
The elementary strands
The sedondary strands
illethods and materials

Slassroom climate
Suggestions..Thr i)rogram ei'aluation
Criteria .Thr screening' instructional materials

'Ile Climate and'Environment
for Learning Mathematics

The .inoit effective and efficient climate and environMent for
learning provides for the following:

Experience with objects from which the learner can develop
concepts
A means of communication that.the learners can understand
Opportunities for learners to become involved in activities
Opportunities for the ..teacher to study the learner's habits of
work and thought
Motivation for learners to continually imProve their profi-
ciencies in mathematical skills and concepts

The kindergarten through grade 'twelve mathematics Program
provides for the following:

A rich valiety of opportunities for the learning of Mathematical
concepts
The application of these mathematical concepts to socially
useful mathematical problems
The accumulation of mathematical maturity and proficiency for
use in other disciplines
A climate for learning

1 2
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.4

Instructional materials adopted by the state to iLlplement the
mathematics program should be sufficiently flexible to be abl.3 to be
used with a 'variety of teaching methods and organizational plans.
Whether or not ability grouping takes place, it is clear that in any
classroom the . rates of learning will vary, and the pacing of
instruction should be planned accordingly. Perhaps of more signifi-
cance, the pupils' modes of thinking will differ: some think best in
concrete terms; others, in abstract formulations. The introduction of
a new mathematical concept should be done in such a way as to
appeal to each of these ways of thinking.

Mathematics Program Evaluation
Program evaluation is a sequence of activities that culminates in a

judgment about the success or failuie of a program. In evaluating a
program at any level, one must provide a response to the question,
"Did the program achieve its objective(s)?" The evaluation discussion
which follows is designed to provide information useful at the
classroom level.

Teachers conduct their classes so that pupils learn mathematics. In
order to evaluate their own efforts, teachers use a variety of tools
and techniques to assess the progress of each pupil. If pupils do not
progress as expected, then the programs should be modified or
expanded to accommodate the talents and the needs of those pupils.
If the objectives of .a mathematics program are reasonable and
comprehensive, the quality of the program can be measured
according to the accomplishment of those objectives.

Evaluation is a multipart process. Program objectives should be
stated and based on an assessment of the needs of pupils. The target
population then can be surveyed to ensure an accurate appraisal of
its needs, and the program ,can be adjusted to reflecr'current
conditions in the pupil population. When the instructional program is
complete, the population can be assessed to determine the degree to
which the program objectives were accomplished.

Matrix sampling is used in California. The procedure requires the
development of a pool of test items that provide comprehensive
coverage of the mathematics content. After a valid pool of items has
been developed, the items are distributed randomly to a number of
subtests so that subtests are of similar difficulty. The subtests are
randomly assigned and administered to pupils in the examinee
population. The underlying theoretical model permits the resultant
data to be used to estimate the achievement characteristics of the
examinee population as if every examinee in the population had
responded to every test item on every subtest. At the school level,

14



the examinee population might be all the sixth-grade pupils in the
school. At the classroom level, the examinee population would
include all the pupils in the class. This testing procedure has potential
for use at the district level, at the school level, and even at the class
level.

When the examinee population is small, it is necessary to
administer a greater .number of items to each examinee to preserve,
at least partially, the integrity of the results. Models for the
development of a matrix sampling plan are presently available.
However, the procedure estimates group characteristics only and
cannot be used to measure the achievement of individuals.

The progress of individual pupils in a class is vitally important at
the 61ass, and possibly the school, decision-making level. If one
wish4 to learn of the needs of a particular pupil, it is necessary to
consult pupil personnel riles, to conduct diagnostic testing and
interviews, to observe the learning behavior of the pupil, to utilize
achiewment test results and teacher-made test results, and to consult
parents regarding the status of their children. It is essential that
teachers learn as much about their pupils as they can to better serve
pupil needs. A needs assessment process sets up the pupil-level
objectives which direct the teacher's behavior. Thus, teaching
behavior can be directed both..bv total class achievement and by the
achievement of individual pupils.

A cyclical evaluation process that teachers could employ is
presented in Figure 1. The cycle is entered by making a preliminary
review of the accomplishments and talents of the pupils in the class.
That needs assessment gives rise to a tentative set of objectives and a
corresponding mathematics prograrn. While the program operates,
the teacher uses various tools and techniques to gather data on the
condition of pupils in the class._ The teacher also seeks parental input
regarding the status of the children with respect to school activities.
This interim information-gathering activity provides feedback abdut
the progress of pupils and pidvides a quasiLscientific basis for making
program adjustments to better accommodate pupil -strengths and
weaknesses. That Continual needs assessment activity is the link
between program development and program relevance.

As the time allotted to the program runs out, the teacher should
complete the development of the final evaluation system. The testing
instruments for assessing the achievement of individual pupils should
be selected or developed with both the stated prOgram objectives and
the pupil-level objectives well in mind. In developing an item,pool for
matrix sampling applications (usually accomplished with the cooper-
ation of other teachers), the program objectives should be used to

1 5
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The Mathematics Program in
Kindergarten Through Grade Eight

Mathematics programs should respond to the needs of children
and-the-needs-of-a-career-oriented-society-in-presen ling-the-content--
arid structure of mathematics. While the study of mathematics for its
own sake is possible in such a response, it is not likely to he the
prevailing reason for mathematics study by children. When children
become aware of the fact that the study of mathematics tends to
open up certain career options, their inclination or enthusiasm for
mathematics increases. Some children acquire such awareness slowly.
It is, recommended that programs be designed to permit pupils tO
study and learn mathematics as long as they attend school, regardless
of their level of attainment in the subject matter or the lateness of
their decision to engage in further study.

Goals of Mathematics Instruction
As a result of mathematics study, pupils should learn to function

smoothly in their everyday encounters with Mathematical situations.
Their studies should allow them to advance to further study
commensurate with their ability and desire to so do. The study of
mathematics should also' acquaint pupils with dip richness -of the
design of mathematics to allow that element of beauty to become a
part of their knowledge. It is expected that most pupils will not
become mathematicians; however, no program should prevent such a
career outcome.

A number of other goals for programs have had a pervasive
influence on the preparation of the framework. They are listed
below:

Mathematics programs should progress from concrete experi-
ences to abstract experiences for all learners, with substantial
emphasis on those elements of the environment which are
familiar and likely to kindle interest.
Mathematics programs; to be maximally effective, must be
implemented by the efforts of a sedsitive, knowledgeable, arid
skilled teacher.

1 8
8
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The program shall strive to have pupils learn to reason logically
and independently and to develop a fondness and inclination
for inquiry.
The experiences of pupils in the mathematics program should
equip them with the skill, to think and communicate in
mathematical terms.
The program should result in continuous individual pupil
growth in the skills .of computation and measurement to ensure
functional competency of pupils as citizens in a complex
society.
The experience or learners in a mathematics program should
result in an understanding and appreciation for the fundamental
concepts, structure, and usefulness of mathematics.
Mathematics programs should be more activity oriented than
theoretical, and mathematics programs should require pupils to
engage in useful activities designed to generate enthusiastic
learning and positive attitudes toward mathematics.as a useful
tool in their lives.
The program design should be flexible and provide for a variety
of teaching and learning styles. More specif 'ly, the programs
conducted should lead pupils to acquire the Liowing:

I. A sound background in the concepts and skills of the real
number system, including experiences with:
a. Sets of numbers and basic operations defined on those sets
b. Computational algorithms for the basic operations
c..Properties of the basic operations defined on the sets of

numbers
d. Equality, inequality, and other relations
e. Functions and other relations
1. Mathematical sentences
g. Decimal systems of numeration and place value

2. A background in the concepts of geornetry, including's
experiences ,vith:
a. Simple geometric constructiOns
b. Basic plane and solid geometric configurations
c. Congruence and similarity
d. Perpendicularity and parallelism
e. Symmetry
f. Circles and polygons:
g. Transformations.
h. Measurement of angles, perimeters, areas, and volumes
i. Maps and scale drawings

1 9
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j. Graphing and coordinate geometry in one and two
dimensions

3. An appreciation of or an ability to apply mathematics,
including experiences with:
a. Measurement with standard units, including the use of

decimals
b. Estimation, comparison, and scientific notation
c. Probability and statistics
d. Discovery of mathematical relationships
e. Simple deductive systems
f. Telling time
g. Strategies and tactics for problem solving
h. Analysis of problems using mathematical models
i. Methods of logical reasoning

The relative success of a program can be estimated in terms of how
well it seems:to meet the above goals. However, a formal evaluation
will 'require assessment against a set of specific program objectives
based on these goals and on the specific needs of the pupils and the
community served. A program should have a formal evaluation
component for judging strengths and weaknesses. With such a
component, educators can make meaningful adjustments for program
improvement and continuing student growth.

The Early Education Program
. The interrelated ideas of mathematics become part of our human
experiences at a preschool age. These early experiences piovide
intuitive background essential to the development of later mathe-
matical content. Therefore, it is important that the instructional
program in mathematics begin in the early education of the child.

In the beginning, the development ormathematical concepts for
all children should be of an informal and exploratory nature; the
goals and objectives .set up in this framework provide for the
establishment of a program of such a nature. For early mathematical
experiences to be effective, guidelines need to be established which
will provide a frame of reference for guiding adults involved in
developing learning experiences for children. Incidental learning is a
useful tool for developing mathematical concepts.

Activities should provide for the involvement of children with
physical objects that are usually-found in the environment. Activities
may also be centered on mathrials designed to develop certain
mathematical ideas. Children should be encouraged to compare,
classify, and hrrange objects according to shape, color, and size; to

20
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experiment with symmetry and balance; and to discover and create
patterns. They should discover the comparative relations of "more,"
"fewer," and "as many as" through- the activity of matching groups
of objects. In these activities, the child develops understanding of
mathematical concepts while learning to name and understand the
number of a set, to count, and to develop positional re.itionships
such as inside, outside, on, first, next, last, before, after, between,
left, right, above, and below.

Throughout their activities, children.should be encouraged to ask
questions and talk about what they are doing, both with the teacher
and among themselves. Children at this level are imitative and are
interested in words. They are increasing their vocabularY rapidly. If
the teacher introduces Word and language patterns easily and
naturally, children will begin to assimilate the words and patterns
into their own speech and thoughts. The key words here afe easily :
and naturally. Children's own ways of conveying their ideas must be
accepted at the time; but, concurrently, they should have the
opportunity ..o learn to express ideas with clarity and precision.

Strands for Kindergarten Through Grade Eight
The content of the mathematics programs for elementary levels,

kindergarten through grade eight, is organized into seven major
content areas (strands), while the secondary program has nine Major
content areas. For ,each strand in kindergarten through grade eight,
the program objectives are :isted by levels in Appendix A, as
illustrated in Figure 2.

Strand
Majorcon ten t areas

1

IOverview
Major topics

Program objectives

Kindergarten through
grade.three

Program ob-34st iyes

Readiness

Program objectives

Grades four through six..

Program objectives

Grades seven through eight

Fig. 2. Organization of mathematics Urogram strands in kindergarten through
grade eight
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The program objectives identify skills and concepts to be
presented by teachers in the following order of conceptualization:

1. Exploration
2. Identification
3. Recognition
4. Development
5. Acquisition/demonstration
6. Application/u tilization
7. Maintenance

Arithmetic, Numbers, and Operations Strand
The development of the arithmetic, numbers, and operations

strand constitutes the most important portion of a mathematics
program in all levels in kindergarten through grade eight. This strand
reflects the growing concerns of educators throughout California
with regard to theurgent need for a reemphasis on children's learning
and maintenance of computational skills. The study of the real
number system begins with the counting numbers to be followed by
the whole numbers, integers, rational numbers, and real numbeis.

At the early childhood level, children are provided with explor-
atory counting and comparison experiences using concrete sets of
objects. The basic addition and multiplication facts should be.
presented and mastered early in the mathematics program. Intuitive
experiences with manipulative materials should be used to motivate
the development of computational algorithms. At appropriate levels,
these techniques should be tied to the ideas froM which they derive
their validity; namely, the properties of closure, commutativity,
associativity, distributivity, identity elements, and inverse elements
for each .of the number systems studied. Place value is the
fundamental principle for naming numbers. In this respect, decimal
notation, as well as computational skills with decimal numbers,
should receive early priority at the primary level, as described in the
measurement strand.

Informal mathematical experiences are important at all levels of
learning. Most .learners need to relate the symbols of mathematics to
objects and to images of events from their own experiences in order
for the .symbols to become meaningful. In developing the ability to
work with abstract sYmbols, pupils should first work with physical
models: (1) build with blocks and other materials; (2) handle objects
of different shapes and sizes, noting characteristic features; (3) sort
and classify objects; (4) fit objects inside others; (5) arrange objects
in order of size; (6) experiment with a balance; (7) recognize
positional relationships and symmetry; and (8) search for patterns':

. 2 2
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Pupils may then progress through Pictorial rekesentations to the
more abstract and symbolic representations of the same concepts.

A. mathematics program should provide for the introduction 'of
new terms and language patterns in close association with other
learning activities. Assimilation of vocabulary and language patterns
into a learner's own speech and thought is expected to develop
gradually. When learners show evidence of familiarity with an idea,
they should be provided with opportunities for many relevant
activities. Gradually, attention can .be given to new terms in reading
vocabulary. Most learners should acquire an understanding of, and in
ability to read, the standard terminology and language patterns. New
terms and language patterns can take place through many opportuni-
ties in using the terminology rather than through memorization and-
parrotlike repetition .

The program-level objectives for, the arithmetic nuMbers, and
operations strand are grouped under the following major topics:

I. Counting
2. Operations

.3. Place value
4. Patterns
5. Nature of numbers
C. Properties
Activities that guide a learner to recognize and generalize the !

central unifying ideas in the real number system aid the learner in !
development of a methodology for systematic thinkihg. Continual 1
diagnosis of a learner's growth, a planned program of maintenance,
reinforcement of skills, and remedial- instruction are essential
ingredients of the arithmetic, numbers, and operations strand.

!

.._ Counting. Activities in which learners can compare the number of
objects in different sets, without resorting to counting, lead to
counting concepts. In these activities, ,pupils compare the number of:
objectS in two given sets by pairing the Members and- then
discovering the size relationship. Counting requires matching the
member§ of a set of objects on a one-to-one basis with the members..
of the S.-et of counting numbers: More sophisticated experience in
counting can be obtained by grouping sets into ones, tens;hundreds,
and -So on. Learners should have experiences with many types of
counting activities, which include ekperiences with equal sets,
equivalent setsfinite Sets, and infinite sets:

Operations. The learners should be provided with experiences that
will enable them to acquire proficiency in computational skills;The,

al
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possession of such skills should help the pupil to develop self-
confidence in t11,!, ability to deal with numbers, the basic operations
of numbers, and the applications of numbers. The developmental
stages for _these concepts range from an intuitive development of the
definitions of the basic operations by joining and separating sets to
the higher-level ability of developing and using the algorithms for the
operations on the systems of whole numbers, integers, and rational
numbers in decimal and fractional form.

Place value. The study of place value develops an understanding of
the decimal place-value notaticn. The two major principles of a place
value of numeration 'are base Ind position. The_ learner's concept of
the decimal place-value numeration system has its beginning in
prekindergarten and kindergarten experience when the learner first
names numbers. These concept§ should be refined and extended
throughout the mathematics curriculum. Some of these concepts
developed as the learner gains understanding of decimal place-value
notation are the following:

1. A decimal system requires ten symbols.
2. The order of numbers.
3. Positional notation to indicate value.
Consideration of systems of numeration that utilize the principle

of nonplace-value system can lead to an appreciation of the
advantages of a place-value system and an awareness of the historical
development of numeration systems. However, numeration systems
other than the decimal should be a minor part of any mathematics
program.

Patterns. The study of patterns is valuable to the pupil in the
study of number systems (their operations and properties). The
study of patterns assists the learner in the discovery and development
of generalizations, providing not only practice in using the basic facts
but experience in working with large numbers. Mathematics has been
described as the study of patterns. Important applications of
mathematics are a result of the search for trends or patterns among
data derived from experiments or from the solutions of problems.
The discovery of new ideas through the study of numerical
relationships that display unusual patterns should be a regular part of
the school mathematics program.

Nature of numbers. The study of the nature of numbers leads to
an understanding of the real number system. The nature of numbers
encompasses the following:

2 4



1. The chief characteristics of numbers, such as whether they are
prime or composite, whether they are even -or odd, what their
factors and multiples are, and what their relation is to other
numbers (greater than, less thanrelatively prime io)

2. How numbers are used in dailY living, such as in r.ounting,
measuring, and computing; and how J.-lumbers appear in nature,
such as in plants, flowers, and shells

Properties. The lr Amer should develop an intuitive 'understanding
and appreciation of the properties of the basic operations and of
their applications to everyday problems. The study,of properties of
the basic operations should include some level of - conceptual.
understanding of commutativity, associativity, identity elements,
inverse elements, distributivity, and closure: The transitive property
for equality and order relations should be presented. Number
sentences are particularly useful in guiding learners to discover
patterns for the properties of operations. The same properties are
later applied to the solutions of- mathematical equations and
inequalities.'

Geometry Strand
The mathematics program for kindergarten through the various

levels of the curriculum should provide for the development of a
strong, intuitive grasp of basic geometric concepts such as point, line,
plane, and three-dimensional space. Experiences in geometry should
relatz to familiar objects, since so much of the world is of a
geometric nature. Opportunities should be provided at all levels to
use manipulative 'materials for investigation, exOloration, and dis-
covery; the .opportunities should consist t'of a wide assortment of
informal geometric experiences, including the use of instruments,.,r)
Models, and simple arguments. Thus, a geometry prograin should
provide the foundation for later, formal study.

Teacher awareness of geometry in the enviromnent will enhance
the total curriculum and lead to opportunities to incorporate
geometry with other disciplines. Examples can be drawn from art
forms of all cultures, from industry, and from nature.

From the outset, delibertte effort should be made by the teacher
to use appropriate and correct terminology in the development of
the geomattic concepts. Yet, language should not become a barrier or
deterrent to the exploration of and experimentation with geometric
ideas. Vocabulary building should include the language of sets in
natural way.

The piogram-level objectives for the geometry strand are grouped
undAr the following major-topics:

2 5
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1. Geometric figures
2. Reasoninglogical thinking
3. Coordinate geometry
4. Measuring geometric figures /

.
1Geometric figures, The identification of geometric figures should

begin by handling 'physical models such as triangular, rectangular,
and circular objects. Sorting or grouping.objects according to shape
and size in the early learning level makes pupils aware of similarities
and differences. Later, classification of geometric figures should be
refined by specifying additional properties. Pupils should be familiar
With figures lich as triangles, rectangles, cubes, spheres, and:
pyramids.

Two basic concepts of geometry are similarity and congruenCe.
Similarity can be thought of as a transformation which preserves
shape but not necessarily size. Congruence is a transformation that
preserves size as well as shape. While early experiences with similarity
and congruence can-be accomplished through sorting and matching,
later experiences can include tracing and paper-folding activities and
the use of measuring instruments. Many learning activities lead to
identifying specific conditions that will ensure these relationships.

Pupil experiences should, include experiences with the four
transforinations of reflection, rotation, translation, and dilation(i.e.,
scale drawing).

Reasoninglogical thinking. The elementary geometry program
in kindergarten through grade eight is a program of "informal"
geometry. The word informal refers snot to casual manner of
presentation or emphasis but to the absence of a formally dexeloped
ubject using> an- wdomatic approach. A goal of the geometry
iriogram from -kindergarten through grade eight should be to provide
e foundation.for later formal study. When appropriate, the teacher
ay present short deductive and inductive arguments.

Coordinate geometry. First experiences with concepts of coordi-
nate geometry should be informal and preferably of a physical
nature. Arrangements in rows and columns and movement in
specified directions-are appropriate activities. Children then can plot
points in the first quadrant and can graph data recorded in
experimental situations. Successive experiences should involve all
four 4fiadrants, leading to the ability to -graph simple linear and
quadratic equations.. .

,
MeasUring geomet'ric figures.. Through realistic situations, the

concepts of length, perimeter, area, volume, and angle measurement

26
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should be developed. Experiences such as pacing the perimeter of a
rectangle (e.g., classroom, hallway, or school yard), tiling plane
surfates with regular shapes, and constructing rectangular solids with
'building blocks assist pupils to discover patterns leading to general
Statements or formulas.

"Measpring geometric figures" is an obvious intersection of the
two grrands measurement, and arithmetic,.numbers, and operations
with the Strand geometry. The application of the condepts of
measurement provides a wealth of problem situations that frequently---
demonstrate the practical Value of geometry._ -

_

Measurement Strafid
Often oneis unaware of the extensive use made of the process of

measurement in daily living because measurement so permeates one's
experience. In fact,, measuring is a key proceis in many of the
applications of mathematics and serves as a connecting link between
mathematics and the evironment. Nonetheless, measurement skill is

an acquired skill that is best learned through the act of measuring.
In most recent texibook series, only a single chapter or unit at

each grade level has dealt specifically with measurement concepts.
Additionally, incidental teaching of Measurement occurred in
problem-solving and application activities in other sections of the
instructional materials. Such presentations of measurement often had
little to contribute to the overall mathematical development of the
learner, except for some possible computation practice and memori-
zation of facts-needed to convert within a measurement system.

With the introduction of a metric system, a stronger feeling for
measurement can be developed easily because of the way metrics ties
directly into our decimal system of nurnerat metric standard
will foster a better understanding of measur ent concepts because
the decimal (tens) nature of metrics is elated to the base ten
place-value system.

The measurement strand is not merel a outline for transition to
a different meaSurement standard b rather an outline for improving
the presentation of measuremen . Pupils must be given ,extensive
opportunities to use measurement tools and to acquire skills useful in
adult life. The transitions to metrics provides a convenient, oppor-
tunity to in?prove measurement instruction along with the adoption
of a universal and less complex standard for measurement. (See
Appendix B for a time line for the transition to metrics.)

Earliest experiences should center on physical activities requiring
arbitrary units (e.g., width of a hand, capacity of bottles,.- and
clapping of hands) to develop concepts of measuring distance,
capacity, or the passage of time. In learning .to 'measure, pupils
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should begin to use simple measurement tools to measure quantita-
tive attributes of familiar objects. As. learning progresses, pupils
should be provided experience in .carrying out more complex
measurements.

The measurement strand intersects with the strands of geometry
and arithmetic, numbers, and operations. The use of rulers and
protractors to measure geometric figures will lend added insight to
the concepts in geometry. When thd Units used for measuring are
metric units, this activity promotes an understanding of decimal
notation. Computation involving measurements will provide practice
in the Operations of arithmetic. The measurement strand also
provides opportunities for numerous interdisciplinary learning situa-
tions that relate mathematics to subjects such as social studies,
geography, science, industrial arts, and home economics. Measure-
ment also includes the topics of time and temperature.

The program-level objectives for measurement are grouped under
the followingpio.headings2,-----

1. Arbitrary units of .measure
2. Standard units of measure
3. The approximate .nature of measurement
4. Estimation in measurement

Arbitrary units of measure. In the introductory stage of learning
measurement skills, pupils rust become familiar. with the properties
of the objects to be measured. Next, they learn to make discrimina-
tions among those properties. They then learn to compare objects
according to the quantitative properties the objects possess in such
terms as "is equal to," "is less than," or "is. greater than " At this
point, arbitrary units of measure are selected or devised t How the
comparison of common properties of objects. Pupils sh Id under-
stand that the arbitrary units- Selected by others ay differ.
Experience with arbitrary units should lead pupils to iscover the
merits of selecting more widely accepted units of measure and to
establish the need for standard units.

Standard units of measure. Measurements expressed in standard
units result in measurement statements that can be universally
understood. The International System of Units (SI) should be the
system of standard units taught in the schools of California.
Conversion, involving computation from metric to U.S. Customary
units Wand from U.S. Customary units to metric units, must be
avoided. However, informal comparisons of metric units with
comparable U.S. Customary units may be profitably used during the
transitional period and for historical discussions.

2 8
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The technique's of measurement learned While using arbitrary units
are the same as those used with standard units. The metric system,
long in use by most of the countries of the world, is a decimal system
of standard units. Thus, early instruction with numbers and
operations using decimal notation should precede instruction in the
use of metric units.. The precision required and the complexity of the
ideas represented dictate the level at which different units and
associated measurement terminology are introduced into the instruc-
tional program.

The approximate nature of measurement. The exact measure of a
line segment is called its length, just as the exact measure of a surface
is called'its area. The physical act of measuring a segment with a ruler
or a tape measure produces, at best, an approximate measure, due to
the limitations of the ability to read a measuring instrument and of
the precision of the measuring instrument. The processbffrounding___
off," fithiliar to students as a part of operations with numbers,

-becomes meaningful when applied to the measuring procedure.
In general, pupils should learn.to understand that in making and

recording measurements they are dealing in approximations. Ordi-
narily, one tries- to obtain as accurate an approximation of the
measurement as possible, although frequently a good estimate may
serve the purpose.

Estinzation in measurement. The ability to estimate effectively is a
skill that has great practical value. Frequently, an offhand estimate
will provide a ready check for the result of a calculation and will act
as a deterrent to continued calculations with incorrect measure-
ments. Because a good estimate is an "educated guess," skill at
estimating develops through many measuring experiences.

In early grade levels, estimates with measurements should be
encouraged .through comparisons with already accepted measures,
whether arbitrary of standard. tater, pupils should develop an
intuitive grasp of and familiarity 'with the standard units so as to be
able to make reasonable estimates through direct observation, using
visual or other appropriate senses.

Problem Solving/Applications Strand
One major goal of a mathematics program is for pupils to develop

the ability to formulate and solve problems and the ability to apply
these problem-solving skills in practical situations. In applying
mathematics, we are concerned with situations that arise inside as
well as outside the domain of mathematics. Application of mathe-
matics requires one to (1) formulate problems that are suggested by

2 9
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given situations; (2) construct, if possible, adequate mathematical
models of these formulated problems; (3) find the solution of these
models; and (4) interpret these solutions back in the original
situations. Problem solving requires one to select strategies fot,the
analysis of a given problem and to use certain mathematical skills and
techniques identified in the analysis to solve the problem. Clearly, the
ideas of problem solving and mathematical applications are inter-
reiated.

Concrete mathematical applications selected from a wide range of
sources should be iystematically included in a mathematics program,
along with the development of problem-solving strategies and- skills.
Constant exposure to concrete mathematical applications enables
pupils to use 'concepts, techniques, and skills they have already
developed to attack and solve useful problems. This exposure to
interesting_andusefulproblemscanmotivate stirderits to develop
new and more significant mathematical skills and techniques.

The strand problem solvinglapplications should be consistently
interwoven throughout the mathematics program. Each of the other
six strands 'provides tools for the development of problem-solving
strategi..,s and skills. The other strands also contribute toward the
development of techniques for expressing and relating mathematical
concepts that arise both inside and oUtside the domain of
mathematics.

The ideas of problem solvinglapplications are So important that a
mathematics program should include fieriodic study of formulation
techniques, problem-analysis strategies, and problem-solving tech-
niques. However, the strategic principles of problem solving should
not be presented as a specific format that must,be followed nor as a '

step-by-step procedure to which all solutions lmust conform. The
creatiye solution of a problem is more valuable\ than a burdensome
routine. C'reative thought or insight should not he stifled by having

1to conform to unnecessary formalism.
The program-level objectives for the problem sblvinglapplications

strand are grouped under the following major to ics:

I. Problem formulation
2. Problem-analysis strategies and tactics
3. Constructing mathematical models of probl ms ,
4. Finding the solution \

'5. Interpreting the solution

Problem formulation. Problem formulation lshou ld be an out-
growth of pupil experiences that arise in th context of some
interesting eventoften a phenomenon arising in veryday life, in the

3 0
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social sciences, in the life sciences, in the physical sciences', in the
humanities, or in mathematical recreations. The situations selected
for study should be so meaningful that the pupil will honestly expect
to experience the situation or will have some' assurance that other
people actually do experience the situation. As pupils work with
concrete situations, they consciously or unconsciously pose problems
that seem to need solution, or they ask questions such as "why does
this work?" The ability to formulate meaningful problems has as
much value in the marketplace as does the ability to solve problems.

Each attempt on the part of a pupil to formulate a problem should
be nurtured and encouraged. To this end, it is recommended that
mathematics programs include a significant number of concrete
situations that require pupils to explore, analyze, and investigate.
Someofthesesituationsshould leadto greiblems that are open-
ended in the sense that they invite conjectures.

Problem-analysis strategies and tactics. A mathematics program
should systematically assist pupils in devising strategies for analyzing
problems that lead to some success in solving the problems. The first
step in any strategy is to make sure the problem is understood.
Regardless of the origin of the problem, the solvers must understand
the problem so well that they can restate it in their own words. The
solver should be able to pinpoint .the purpose of the problem, to
indicate the unkowns, and to identify the given data. Several tactics
are available to help the pupil at this point:

1. Guess some answers, try them out, and observe the results of
the different guesses. ..

2. Construct a diagram, a graph, a table, a picture, or a geometric
representation of the situation, and observe the relationship
between the various parts of the problem.

3. Construct a physical model of the situation, or use physical
materials to simulate the features of the problem.

4. Search for and identify underlying functional relationships in
the problem. .

5. Compare the problem oi parts of the problem with similar or
simpler problems that are more easily understood.

The development of problem-analysis strategies and tactics should
start with the pupirs'first Mathematical experiences and accompany
the development of basic mathematical C'oncepts and skills. The use
of a variety of analysis tactics should become the habitually accepted
thing to do.

. .

C'onstructing mathematical models of problems. Mathematics does
not literally deal directly with the raw physical situation but only

1 ;3 1.
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with a refined model -of the situation. Mathematics does not
divide ten apples by five children. Rather, mathematics provides an
operation which divides the number ten by the number" five; the
answer, two, is interpreted as meaning that eich child will have two
apples. The -distinction between the model and its origin is crucial,
especially in more complex situations in which the model does not
fit the situation .so exactly. To illustrate this, one assumes in the
preceding example that the ten apples are all at least edible.

The form of the mathematical model is usually one or more
written sentences using mathematical symbols. Other models may, at
times, be more appropriate; e.g., a picture 6f sets and a geometric
figure. Basically, a mathematical model of a problem is iriy
epre-seigation winch permits manipulation by mathernatical prin-

ciples. A mathematical model tries to copy some of the character-
istics of a given situation.. To be successful, a model should
accomplish the following:

1. Include as many of the main characteristics of the given
situation as practical.

2. Be designed so that the included characteristics a the given
situation are related in the model as they are in reallife.

3. Be simple enough so that the mathematical problems that are
suggested by the model can be solved readily.

A mathematics program should provide pupils. with experience in
discussing and constructing mathematical models of given situations.
The reverse process is equally important: Given, a mathematical
model, the pupil will construct a real situation for it.

Finding the solution. The solution of a problem requires a wide
variety of technical skills. Basic computational skills and an
understanding of number properties are essential to finding solutions.
Pupils also need the skills related to solving equations and inequali-
ties, to graphing, to constructing geometric figures, and to analyzing
tabular data. A mathematics program should include a substantial
number of ready-to-solve problems that are designed specifically to
develop and reinforce these technical skills and concepts.

In most problem situations, the results should be anticipated by
estimating in advance. Estimating should be introduced early to all
pupils as a standard operating procedure. Sometimes a solution when
compared with an estimate_ may reflect a significant oversight, and
then the major concerns should be: How did you go about it? Is the
model adequate or valid? Was the -solution process completed
correctly? di Were the assumptions made too broad or restrictive?
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Interpreting the solution. A mathematics program should system-
atically include experiences in the interpretation of the solutions
obtained. The problem and its solution should be reviewed to jOdge
the validity of the model and the accuracy of the mathematical
manipulations. Discussion of a solution should resolve the following
questions:

Was the problem solved?
2. Would another model work?
3. Can the model be improved?
4. Can the model be extended to solve related problems?

Probability and Statistics. Strand
People today are overwhelmed with data from the mass media.

They, need to understand, interpret, and analyze these data in order
to make decisions that affect everyday life. Therefore, experiences in
collecting, organizing, and interpreting data should be included in a
school mathematics program. These experiences should begin in
kindergarten and should be a. part of the instructional program at
each succeeding level through the eighth grade and beyond.

Statistics is the art and science of collecting data, organizing data,
interpreting data, and making inferences from data. One deals with
some degi-ee of uncertainty when trying to make these inferences. It
is at the stage of decision making that one applies the concepts of
probability so as to select alternative courses of action which are
likely to produce desired results.

The program-level objectives for the probability and statistics
strand are gyouped under the following major topics:

1. Collection, organization, and representation of data
2. Interpretation of data
3. Counting techniques
4. Probability

C'ollection, organization, and representation of data. Collecting
data should be the mitgyowth of experiences involving observations
by the pupil. The classroom, as well as the world, provides the pupil
with an abundant source of data.

Organizing data is an art that the pupil must learn: The
information in a table, graph, or chart must be presented in such a
way that it fits the purpose for which the data were orginally
gathered. In this topical area, the emphasis is on the construction and
interpretation of the various graphs and tables needed to organiie
data.
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Pupils working in the probability- and statistics strand should have
opportunities to see the relationship of mathematics applied to other
areas of the curriculum.

Interpretation of data. Graphic devices are useful for offering a
quick visual summary of a large collection of' measurements or facts.
If further interpretation or comparison of data is required, then
measure of central tendency or scatter is needed (e.g., range,
percentiles, mean, median, mode, and standard deviation).

Counting techniques. Before the 'more formal aspects of prob-
ability theory are presented,the pupilS should develop a feeling .for
techniques of counting events. Counting procedures include tree
diagrams, combinations, permutations, and sample space.

Probability. It is possible to introduce some of the beginning
concepts of probability at the elementary level; however, most of the
concepts in probability should be presented at the high school level.

Mathematical models of many scientific and economic problems
exist within probability theory. The ability to assign numerical values
to ideas that involve uncertainty is one of the concerns of
probability. Probability theory is necessary to carry the interpreta-
tion of data to the point of making statistical inferences or "wise
decisions" in the face of uncertainty.

The following ideas are considered appropriate for 'pupils in the
elementary 'schools: sample space, definition of probability, .prob-
abil4 of an event, independent events, probability of certainty,
probability of nonoccurrence, P (AnB), P (AUB), and complemen-
tary events)

Relations and Functions Strand
-Mathematics offers a way of organizing and understanding most

.observations of the world about us\both in and out of school. One
justifica-tion for including mathematics in the school curriculum
seems to reside in the exploration of the notion of patterns and
relationships. This approach to mathematics enables -a child to
discover and describe something of the shape .and pattern of the
universe. From the day children enter school, teachers should
organize experiences that will encourage the children to think, seek,

.and discover ideas for themselves, to look for patterns and
relationships, and to form generalizations. As these relationships are
seen and discussed, concepts become clearer, and fundamental
principles emerge that have value in unifying the study of mathe-
matics to follow. Mathematics is the story of relationships.

IP(AnB) represents the prnbability of A and B occurring. P(AuB) represents the
1.01,ubility of A or B occurring.
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The progam-level objectiVes for the relations ancl JUnetions strand
are grouped under the following major topics:

I. Patterns
2. Relations
3. Functions
4. Graphs

Patterns. In preschool activities, the term "patterns" refers to
painting, drawing, woodworking, making collages, and constructing
models. The language used while engaged on a particular piece of
work and the child's and the teacher's observations on various
aspects of the work will help to heighten the awareness of size,
shape, pattern, and relative position of objects.

At the primary level, patterns activities provide visual representa-
tions for discussing symmetry, repetition, counting, ordering, and
pattern discovery. The child should develop an appreciation for the
use of patterns to predict and make conjectures about future events.
From experiences with patterns of two elements, the child should
also become familiar with the notion of ordered pairs. In another
application of patterns, the child can learn to recognize physical or
pictorial representations of fractions.

Relations. Most of mathematics is concerned with relations. The
young child learns early to relate certain objects or sounds with other
objects. For example, a child associates other children with their
parents. Intuitively, a child recognizes without formal articulation
certain associations between pairs of objects or names of objects.
Thus, the child learns to form ordered pairs, such as name and
object, in the development of his or her language.

Sets of related pairs of objects are studied throughout the
mathematics program. The process of forming pairs should be
introduced early in the mathematics program. In beginning arith-
metic, pupils learn to aSsociate a set of objects with a number. First,
they learn to count by pointing to the objects in sequence and
pairing the objects with the set of ordinals. Then the pupils find that
counting is a way of determining what nuniber is to be associated
with a certain collection of objects. Thus, counting determines
certain related pairs; namely, (set, number).

Another example of related pairs can be observed .. in the
relationship "greater than," which may be thought of in the form
(number, greater number). Thisis an example of a ;relation in which a
single number is related toanany other numbers.

As pupils develop skill in collecting empirical data, they should
begin to search for meaningful rejations in the data. For example, a
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pupil could discover the relation between the number of diagonals
that can be drawn and the number of sides of a polygon.

Fum.tions. One type of relation is of particular importance to
science and mathematics: Each member of a set is related to one and
only one member of a second set. For example, for each child there
is just one natural mother. .Such a relation is called a functional
relation or, simply, a function. Thus, the pairs of related objects that
form a functional relation have the property that just one related
pair exists with a given first member. Some ,. functional notation
should be used systematically by the end of the eighth grade. Several
notational schemes may be suggested as shown in Figure 3, and
different notational schemes should be .used on occasion since
different notations are suggestive of different aspects of the function
conce pt.

The function concept includes mathematical operations. Ele-
mentary pupils encounter functions when learning the number facts.
Multiplication by five, for example, identifies a function defined on
the set of numbers.

Intuitive experiences will enable pupils to develop the ,concept of a
function as a set of ordered pairs in which no two pairs- have the
same first element. Pupils should further realize that functions can be
identified by statements, formulas or equations, tabulated data, and
graphs. The pupils will then be on the way toward understanding a
mathematical idea that has many applications. The mathematics
program should offer .the pupil familiarity with the functional
notations given here and should enable the pupil to pldt linear and
quadratic functions, as well as functions with jumps such as the
greatest integer function.

One member of
the first set

Function
machine

One member of
the iecond set

INPUT OUTPUT

3

1 2

5 10

0 0

11,41

.12.31

.13,21

(4,1/

Fig. 3. Examples of notational schemes for functions
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Graphs. Learning to present information in a graphical mode is
essential. Graphs provide pupils with an organized method of
recording and communicating their observations. Observations can be
recorded' as soon as a child has reached the collecting stage; it is while
collecting and sorting data that the pupil begins to make comparisons
and to form relations.

Use of a pictorial description of pairs of objects should begin early
in the mathematics program, Plotting could be initiated with games
such as tic-tac-toe; a class could graph the height .of a plant on
successive days of a month; är the class could record temperatures
for each day in a month. The pupil's experience with such graphing
reinforces the concept of the number plane, presents a picture for
linear relations, and provides an eXcellent way of intuitively
developing an understanding of the concept of grasping relations.

Graphing is also invaluable in the applications of mathematics. k
class may record the length of a .spring or rubber band as weights of
successive sizes are suspended; or, at a more advanced stage, the
period of a simple pendulum could be recorded while the length of
the string is varied. In the study of measurement, a class may record
the number of grams (or any standard unit) of water required to fill
cylindrical jars of various diameters to a fixed depth. In the study of
geometry, a class may plot circumference as related to diameter for
different circles.

The Mathematics program in kindergarten through rade- eight
should include the study of .the coordinate plane. The association
between each point in the plane with an ordered pair of numbers is
basic to the mathematics that connects geometry and algebra. This
association- is -also basic to the understanding of maps and, more
generally, of scale drawings.

Logical Thinking Strand
The beginning approach to logical thinking is informal in grades

one through three; beyond grade three, the requisites are more
precise. Experiences with different kinds of sentences (using and, or,
not, if. . . . then, all, and some) and with some fundamental patterns
of reasoning should be provided. These sentences should be verbal
sentences, as well as mathematical, so that the experiences with the
,sentences will aid the pupils in seeing the importance cf logic in
relation to patterns of thought in ordinary life as well as in
mathematics.

The elementary mathematics program should help pupils learn to
iorganize deas and to understand what they learn. Though much of

informal logical thinking and deauctive reasoning is a matter of
common sense, the use of standard togical techniques can help pupils
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to organize the thought processes involved. Children should be able
to decide whether a particular mathematical construct fits a
definition and to specific application of a general
princi ple.

In fact, logical thinking is both a desired outcome of mathematics
progams and a capability essential for learning mathematics. If
pupils are to progress steadily in mathematics, they must' learn to
recognize patterns. To recognize patterns, they must think logically
enough to make discriminations and to find order in those
discriminations. Hence, logical thinking can be considered to
embrace two topical divisions: (1) patterns in mathematics; and (2)
formal and informal reasoning.

Patterns in mathematics. The close connection' between the ability
to recognize patterns and the ability to think logically should be
utilized at all levels; it will prove invaluable to the pupil in the study
of number systems and operations. Patterns exist in most life
situations, in nature, in history, in music, and so forth. In
mathematics the pupil can be taught to utilize not only these

' patterns but also those existing in numbers and geometric figures in
order to gain an understanding and appreciation of the beauty, logic,
and order of the world.

Formal and informal reasoning. Any program for kindergarten and
the early grades should provide many opportunities for children to
explore and manipulate concrete objects, to identify likenesses and
differences, to classify and categorize objects by their characteristic
features, and to state generalizations.

At the lower elementary level, the use of many definitions of
mathematical terms should be nontechnical in nature. The pupils
should become acquainted with terms such as all, some, and, or,
f . .. then, and not in such a way that they will be able to
understand the meaning of these terms in a mathematical context.

Venn diagrams and a variety of mathematical sentences should be
used consistently throughout the program and in every strand where
appropriate. Starting with kindergarten, the language of sets should
be used as needed to gain clarity, precision, and conciseness in
mathematical cornmunication and to aid in the reasoning process.
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The Mathematics Program
in Grades Nine Through Twelve

One important ingredient for a successful mathematics program in
grades nine through twelve is the establishment of confidence on the
part of learners. A program with "built-in" success can improve the
student's self-image and can assist the student in gaining confidence
in mathematical capabilities. A positive and open classroom climate
is essential in the attainment of this goal.

If students are involved in the learning process through activities
that emphasize discovery, inquiry, or experimentation, then the
students can be provided with meaningful success experiences.
Successful learning experiences encourage the student's further
involvement and can also set the stage for increased motivation to
learn mathematics. Such an approach in grades nine through twelve
can start a positive learning cycle for many students in mathematics.

Diagnostic techniques should be used with students who have
learning difficulties to identify the areas of difficultY, and then
prescriptive teaching can be d igned to meet the needs of those
students. One danger in this str tegy is that this technique may not
be ,motivating to many student Pointing, out to students their past
failures and asking them to eli 'nate their shortcomings often result
in an immediate "turnoff." Instead, the introduction of new
techniques and materials that mphasize a more positive approach
can capture the interest of st dents and promote a, better learning
environment.

Continuous and flexible service training programs must be
organized and funded on a s te, regional, and local level to develop
and maintain the mathematic program described in this framework.
Up-to-date and responsive pr service programs must also be under
constant development and e aluation. The success of the mathe-
matics program in grades nine through,twelve depends in large part
on the mathematical competence of the ,teachers.

The improved preparation of teachers is certainly an important
prerequisite of any improved Mathematics prOgram. While many
teachers may need updating in content areas stich as probability,
statistics, transformational geometry, linear algebra, metric system,
or computer mathematics, it appears equally important that teachers

129-
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be .epared to teach average and below-average students who have
career or school goals that require mathematics. Teachers need to be
able to guide students in learninglactivities that emphasize discovery
and inquiry. Relevant and systematically organized inservice training
programs and realistic preservici programs in mathematics can
provide the background and support that teachers need to implement
a strong mathematics program for all students.

The magnitude ,pf the role that mathematics teachers play in the
counseling of students into mathematics classes must increase
substantially. Additionally, to communicate clearly and correctly the
many Changes in the needs and requirements in job training and
college programs, mathematics teachers must accept and be given
greater responsibility in the placement Of students in, mathematics
.courses in grades nine through twelve. Mathematics teachers univer-
sally regard the placement of students in classes for which the
students are emotionally, mentally, or technically unprepared as one
of the major causes of deterioration of the learning evironment, not
only for the misplaced students but also for their classmates.
Mathematics teachers should be given the time, information, and
support necessary to act as informed advisers to students in relation
to the students' progress and selections of mathematics Courses.
Mathematics departments in grades nine through "twelve should
develop systematic couseling programs and procedures for all
students enrolled in mathematics.

Finally, it is recognized that the development of new mathematics
technical equipMent and multimedia materials will continue to have
an impact on the mathematics program in grades nine through
twelve. Secondary schools 'should prepare for (1) a substantial
increase in the use of computers and minicalculators in many
mathematics classes; (2) the establishment of mathematics resource
centers, laboratories, and media centers; and (3) the increased use of
aides or paraprofessionals in their mathematics programs.

Goals of Mathematics Instruction
, The goals of the mathematics progam in gades nine through
twelve are the following:

Develop, commensurate with each student's ability, the mathe-
matica,1 competence that is necessary to function in society.
This includes the ability to (1) recall or recognize mathematical
facts, definitions, and symbols; (2) count, measure, and handle
money; and (3) conceptualize spatial properties.
Develop, commensurate with each student's ability, the skill
of performing mathematical manipulations. This goal includes
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(I) the ability to do straightforward co tation; and (2),the
ability, to manipulate'relations or to perform tlie computations c
required in a variety of mathematical models.
Deyelop, c6mmensurate with each Student's ability, the under-
standing of mathematjcal---cpncepts and_processes. This goal'
includes the Gability to transform of translate, from one form of
symbolism to another, suCh asirom words to sYmbols, symbols.
to Words, equation tO graph, physical Situation to formula.
Develop, commensurate With each student's ability, the skill to
select knowledge, information, and techniques that are needed
, to. solve 'a particular ,problem social, technical, or academic,
and to apply these selections in the actual solnfion of a problem:
Develop, commensurate with 'each student's ability, the capa-
biIity of using mathematics and mathematical reasoning to
analyze given situatiOns, to define or formulate hypotheies, to
make optimum decisions, and to verify the validity of results.
Develop an appreciation of the importance and relevance of
mathematics as a substantial Part of the cultural heritage of the
hUrnan race that permits people to invent and discover
relationships that inflUence and -order their environment. .

Ceneral Objectives- of the Mathematics Program
The mathematics program in grades nine through twelve should'

,provide for the following:
I. Aquisition of the skills and concepts presented in the fram e-

work for kindergarten through grade eiiht.
2. Development of courses and curriCulurn organizations to pro--

vide-the opportunity and encOuragement for all students to
continue their study of mathematics to meet their specific
career and educational goals,

3. Develppment of a series "of topical minicourses as an alternative
for the traditional yearlong general Mathematics course for the
noncollege-bound student

4. Development of alternatives for the traditional.pnblocks
of algebra and,geometry (to serve one of the needs of the large
middle majority of nontechnically oriented secondary school
students)

5. Development of a remedial clinic progFam for mathematics
students who are achieving below their expected level of
achieVement

6. Development of mathematics resource centers or mathematics
laboratories to be used as an integral part of the instructional
-program of each mathejnatics class
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7. Acquisition by all students of knowledge about the nature of a
computer and the roles cornputers play in our society; arid for
some students the opportunity to acquire skills and concepts in
computer science, including career training

. 8. Development of prqgrams for talented students leading to the
completion of one year of calculus or another advanced elecfive
course by the end of the twelfth year'

Concepts of the Framework at the Elementary'Level
Through the mathematics program in wades nine through tWelve,

students should have adequate opportunities to acquire, asnecessary,
the skills and concepts presented in the framework for kindergarten
through gyade eight. The increaad`need for mathematical learning on

,the part of citizeris in a modern society is reCognized in the
framework for kindergarten through gyade eight, which is devoted to
the development of mathematical skills and concepts that all citizens.
should know to function atisfactorily, in our rapidly expanding
technological society:Some students'in wades nine through twelve,
in spite of their best efforts, will need additional study in the content
of the kindergarten through gyade eight mathematics program.

The progyam in grades nine .through twelve must give ample
opportunity for teaming basic computational skills and applications
of mathematics at the level of the students' needs. 'However, new
materials and strategies are requiredtfor the students in graeles nine
through twelve who need study .irrthe contentof the kindergarten
through grade eight program; high school teachers should not
continue teaching these students, using the same Methods which have
proved unsuccessful in 'the earlier grades. New mathematical concepts
should be included, in each inStructional unit, incorporating new
approaches and techniques" and thus recapturing the interests of

and indirectly improving their performance. A reorganiza-
tion of staff (such as differentiated staffing; use of specialist teachers,
teaaher aSsistants, or individualization of instruction; use of non-
graded Classroom organization; or different gxouping_patierns) may
be necessary tO achieve this objective.

Encouragement to Study Mathematics
The grade nine through twelve mathematics progyam should

provide for the development of courses and curriculum organizations
that wouid provide the opportunity and encouragement for all,
students to continue their stup of mathematid to meet their
Specific career ,and educational goals. The prop.= in grades nine
Ihrough-twelve must meet the needs of students aiming for various
careers in technical fields; as well as the needs of college-bound
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students interested in social sciences, humanities, economics, or
biological and physical sciences. For example, a school could offer
courses specially designed to assist students to prepare for examina-
tions for apprentice programs, for industrial positions, or for civil
service by utilizing modern teahnology, equipment, and media
appropriate to the particular fields of employment.

The result of implementing this objective would be in sharp
contrast to present practice in which students who have arithmetic
difficulties are often Permanently shut out from all other mathe-
matics courses. Courses could be designed and offered to cover the
usual content at different rates, or new approaches could be offered,
depending on the background, motivation, and ability of the student.
Statewide in the 1960s and 1970s, a minority of students success-
fully completed first-year algebra. In fact, state reports indicate that
a majority of California students are permitted to take only a general
mathematics course. In some areas, students are required to take
Mathematics in wades nine through twelve and may spend two or
more years in general mathematics courses that are essentially
grade-six or grade-seven arithmetic, with no possibility of studying
concepts of algebra, geometry, statistics, computers, and so forth.
These limitations cannot remain if the needs of the students and
society are to be met.

Minicourses in Lieu of General Mathematics

The grade nine through twelve mathematics program should
provide for the development of a series of topical minicourses as an
alternative for the traditional yearlong general mathematics course
for the noncollege-bound student in grades nine through twelve. The
topical minicourse approach to general mathematics provides a way
to accommodate the large numbers of above-average, average, or
below-average students with diverse goals and abilities who elect to
take general mathematics in grades nine through twelve.

Topical, minicourses could be packaged into nine-week quarter
blocks, allowing students to select up to four different minicourses
in place of the usual yearlong course in general mathematics.
Schools, for example, that now offer two identical yearloni general
mathematics classes could offer up to eight different minicourses.
Additional minicourses could increase the length, adaptability, and
flexibility of this recommended program.

SOrne of the minicourses would have prerequisites, but prereq-
uisites should be kept to a minimum .so that these elective
minicourses can be taken in a variety of sequences. Diagnostic tests
could be used to measure student need for the minicourses. For
example, students who demonstrate a need fo improve their basic

;
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computational skills could be required to enroll in minicourses such
as the following:

Mathematics.clinic
Whole numbers, integers, and rational numbers
Ratios, properties; and percent
Geometry and measurement
Some other topical minicOurses that could be offered are the

following:

Calculating devices and minicalculators
Mathematics and living things
Measurement, measuring devices, and the metric system
Practical geometric constructions
Reading and using tables and graphs
Quality-control statisties
Flowcharts, computers, and programming
Credit and installment bUying
Consumer economics
The mathematics laboratory
Mathematics and games

Arternatives to Algebra and Geometry

The mathematics program in grades nine through twelve should
provide for the development of alternatives for the traditional
one-year blocks of algebra and geometry to serve one of the needs of

,the large middle majority of nontechnically oriented secondary
school students. Alternative courses should bc true alternatives with
equivaleni college preparatory' standing, not the conventional
sequence of algebraic or geometric topics presented at a slower pace
in "watered-down" courses. The usual grade placement of topics
should be replaced by ioffering topics chosen from arithmetic,
algebra, and geometry; the topics should be arranged in a logical
sequence so that they provide mutual support. Topics such as
functions, coordinate geometry, transformations, computer program-
ming and flowcharts, and probability and statistics should be
interwoven throughout. A strong effort shouTd be made to make
cleItr to the students the applications and relevance of matheniatics
to the real world.

For those students in the alternative mathematics courses who
,want a third or fourth year of mathematics, a third-year transition,
course should be offered that could prepare them to take such
fourth-year courses as probability and statistics, computer program-
ming, linear algebra, elementary functions, or a course to prepare for
the AB Advanced Placement Examination in calculus. To provide
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another degree of flexibility, alternative courses could be organized
into nine-week, semi-independent minicourses, thus allowing students
a greater choice in the depth and direction that they could choose to
follow.

Remedial Clinic Program
The mathematics program in grades nine through twelve should

provide for the development of a remedial clinic program for
mathematics students who are achieving below their expected level
of achievement. A clinic program should be designed to provide
individualized instruction aimed at meeting the needs of seleêted
students whose mathematics achievement is significantly below their
expected level of achievement. The program should be organized and
planned to meet the identified needs of students at each schOol. A
procedure for identification of students should include teacher/
counselor recommenddtions and testing data. The program for each
student should be planned individually and include diagnostic
testing, pretesting, individualized instruction, and post-testing.'

The clinic may operate as a "pullout" program or as a quarter or
semester course. Aides should be provided to assist the teacher of the
mathematics clinic. This aide(s) could be a paraproTessional, a parent,
or a student assistant. A clinic should operate at a low pupil-teacher
ratio (maximum 16:1) and should be adequately funded by state
and local funds so as to provide for special materials and equipment
and for optimum conditions for remediation and learning.

The mathematics program in grades nine through twelve should
provide for the development of mathematics resoLirce -centers or
mathematics laboratories that are used as an integraI part of the
instructional program Of each mathematics class. Mathematics
laboratories create the-opportunity for and the encouragement of
student research activities in applied mathematics. They also provide
the environment for learnirig mathematical skills and concepts
through the use of manipulative materials or the use of equipment
and techniques that are a part of the daily procedures of business,
industry, or science.

Sufficient -funds should be provided to ensure that appropriate
manipulative materials and up-to-date equipment ar available and
that adequate staffing is provided. In particular, teach r aides should
be provided to maintain, organize, process, and coqtrol the use of
materials and equipment. A professional staff mem r should also be
designated as a director to train teachers in the use of the laboratory
and to spearhead the development of new and innovative materials.

Mathematics Resource Centers
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Computational aids such as desk calculators, slide rules, tables,
electronic programmable calculators, and computer terminals should
be an integral part of'the laboratory learning system.

Knowledge of Computers
The mathematics program in grades nine through twelve should

provide for acquisition by students of knowledge about the nature of
a computer and the roles computers play in our sbeiety; and for
some students, the opportunity to acquire skills and concepts in
computer science, including career training. The average U.S. citizen
has littie idea of how computers work and how pervasive their
influence actually is. The average citizen is, in short, cultnrally
disadvantaged. It is essential that our educational system be
expanded in such a way that every student becomes acquainted-3kitp
the nature of computers because of the current and potential roles
that computers play in our society. At a minimum, courses that
include instruction in "computer literacy" should accomplish the
following:

1. GiVe the student understanding about the way the computer
works so that the student can understand what computers can
and cannot do.

2. Inchide a broad sampling of the ways in which computers are
used in our society, including nonnumeric as well as numeric
applications. The impact of these various uses on the inllividual
citizen should be made clear.

3. Introduce algorithms .(and their representation by flowdharts).
If time and equipment are available, computer programs
representing the algorithms should be written and run on a
computer, with printouts made available to the students.

Additional computer instruction should be designed to develop
proficiency in the use of computers, particularly in the mathe-
matical, physical, biological, and S-ocial sciences. Also, opportunities
in vocational computer training should be more generally available.
Currently, more than a million workers find employment in the
computer industry, and this number will likely continue to increase.

Programs for Talented Students
The mathematicS program in grades nine through twelve should

provide for the development of programs for talented students
leading to the completion of one year of calculus or another
advanced elective course by _the end of the twelfth year. The
mathematics program in grades nine through twelve should include

, programs for talented students whose education or career plans
4
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require a strong mathematical background. It is estimated that at,
least 10 percent of the high school population, if interested, could
complete a calculus course and receive college credit. However, it
should be recognized that some_capable students are not technically
oriented and may not elect to -take calculus. Alternative topics for
these students could include linear programming, linear algebra,
probability and statistical inference, introduction to logic, introduc-
tion to computers and computer programming, analytic geometry, or
game theory. -

Strands for Grades Nine Through Twelve
As in the program for kindergarten through grade eight, the

mathematical content of the program for grades nine through twelve
is classified by strands, seven strands for kindergarten through grade
eight and nine strands for grades nine through twelve. The two
additional strands in grades nine through twelve are algebra and
computers. The name of one strand has been changed for grades nine
through twelve to reflect a more sophisticated level of content;
arithmetic, ,mbers, and operations becomes the arithmetic of real
numbers.

Teachers in the program in grades nine through twelve are
responsible to the students for instructional activities which reinforce
and maintain all the concepts and skills identified in the kindergarten
through grade eight program. Except for the two additional strands,
each of the strands in the, program in grades nine through twelve
builds on the corresponding strands in the kindergarten through
grade eight program. To comprehend fully the scope of each strand,
the reader of this framework should first reread the corresponding
strand and program-level objectives in the kindergarten through grade
eight program.

The preparation of the grade nine through twelve program in this
framework did not include the identification of the Major topics in
each strand nor the development of program-level objectives as was
done in the kindergarten through grade eight program. Those tasks,
as well as the development of specific instructional activities, await
the reaction of the educational community to this, the third
framework.

The Arithmetic of Real Numbers Strand
The number concept in the'program in kindergarten through grade

eight is extended lo the entire set of real numbers, rational and
irrational. Through the discussion of roots, particulary of the'
irrationality of the square root of two; pupils intuitively understand
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that there are in any unit interval infinitely many points that
correspond to irrational numbers. Such treatment of the number

,:.concept should not exclude practical applications of numbers at any
ability level. It is irnportant in this regard to continue the-use of
concrete applications, manipulative materials, multimedia materials,
minicalculators, and exploratory laboratory activities.

Algebra Strand

Algebra is simultaneously tool and producta prerequisite skill to
studying mathematics and an end in itself. In both cases, algebraic
concepts are an essential part of vocationally oriented mathematics
courses. Learning the basic algebraic manipulations, as well as the
logical system of algebra, is essential to all the strands in the program
at the high school level.

The standard algebra course has undergone many changes that
should be included in the program in grades nine through twelve. The
concept of function has become the central theme throughout the
algebra program. Inequalities and graphing now receive increased
emphasis. New topics include linear algebra, linear transformations,
matrices, and linear programming. Trigonometric functions are part
of the current algebra program. The use of logical proof based on
definitions, axioms, and postulates is now as essential to algebra as it
once was to geometry (although care must be exercised by teachers
to avoid overemphasis in the algebra program).

The algebra program should be allowed to continue to evolve,
taking into account new ideas as they emerge.

Geometry Strand
The main functions of teaching geometry at the high school level

are: organizing geometric facts into a more formal mathematical
structure, extending and broadening the student's knowledge of
mathematics, and applying geometric concepts in problem-solving
situations.

Geometry has its roots deep in the historical development of
mathematics. The evolvement of 7r, of irrational numbers, arid of a
postulational system as a model for logical reasoning are examples of
mathematical ideas derived from the study of geometry. On the
practical side, geometric ideas find wide application in such diverse
career fields as clothing design; industrial design, architecture,
construction skills, engineering, art, scientific research, advertising,
and packaging. Geometry holds great potential for helping students
gain understanding of and insight into arithmetic and algebra through
a visual approach to learning number and algebra relationships. Not
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to be underestimated is the fact that for a large number of 'high
school students, geometry provides a gateway to mathematics,
creating an_ awareness of mathematics' breadth and depth and
initiating many into logical reasoning.

The teaching of geometry in the high school can range from brief

topical units to a full course along the lines of a traditional
curriculum. Contemporary thinking about the nature of approaches
to teaching formal geometry recognizes that there is no one best
scheme. Pedagogically speaking, the degree of intuitive understanding
desired relative to the amount of formal learning through logical
reasoning depends on the ability and interest levels of students and
teachers. Mathematically speaking, different approaches center on
the choice of postulates that characterizes the system.

A majority of present-day gedmetry courses follow the postu-
lation& design 'of two- and three-dimensional Euclidean geometry
modified to accommodate the natural relationship with the real
numbers. Still other course designs emphasize coordinates, leading to
applications in analytic geometry, calculus, and transformations and
appealing both to manipulative experiences with concrete objects
and to techniques of modern algebra. It is recommended that formal
geometry courses be designed to maximize the mutual benefits in the
understanding,of both algebra and geometry; courses dépafting from
this norm should be considered only where highly qualified teachers
are available and where the total mathematics curriculum is able to
accommodate different approaches.

Although no general agreement exists about what a geometry
course should be, there is general recognition of some features that
should characterize every geometry course. First of all, the course
should be based on a set of postulates that is adequate, at a high
school level of sophistication, to supporttjproof of the thebrems to be
studied. The course should blend geometry of two and three
dimensions and should*contain substantial coverage of the topics of
perpendicularity, parallelism, congruence, and similarity. The ability
to use deductive methods to establish proofs, of theorems is a
desirable outcome. Mensuration theory., as applied to developing the
usual formulas for measuring lengths, areas, and volumes, should be
taught, and considerable practice in the use of these formdas should
be given. Even in a course not emphasizing coordinate methods, an
introducfion to cdordinates should provide the basis for an extended
treatment in more advanced study.

Measurement Strand
Measurement skills and concepts are well-covered in the program

in kindergarten through grade eight, but as pupils near the age of
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vocational preparation and -consumer responsibility,, measurement
activities take on a more sophisticated nature. Some aspects of
measurement (such as the approximate nature of measurement,
precision, accuracy, and relative accuracy) then become worthy of
consideration because these aspects exhibit the strengths and
limitations of measurement. Every learner should emerge from the
study of measurement with an understanding of its approximate
nature, as_well as with an ability to select and use basic measuring
instruments correctly and efficiently.

The SI system of measurement (the International System of Units)
is gradually and steadily gaining acceptance as the standard units of
measurement in the United States. A shift to such a system became
inevitable for the United States when it became the only industrial
power that was not utilizing a metric system as its measurement
standard. To prepare learners for this transition, the mathematics
program should use SI units as the basis for instruction and practice
in measurement. Initially, references to the U.S. Customary system
may be useful in making the transition to metrics. In most cases,
conversions between systems should be avoided and discouraged.
Conversions within the SI system may be profitable in establishing
familiarity with the units and nomenclature of the SI system.

Instruction should be activity oriented. However, the activities
should relatf: as much as possible to the experience of students and
should serve to improve their consumer skills and their ability to
obtain gainful ernployment.

Some of the activities that promote measurement skill can and
should improve buying skills. The school experience can be enlarged
to include experiences in unit pricing and in comparisons between
items to determine best buys. Weather-forecasting activities can be
used to enhance skill in measuring temperature, barometriC pressure,

.quantity- of_precipitation,.and wind,velocity.

Problem Solving/Applications Strand
The strand problem solvinglapplications is developed thoroughly

in the progam in kindergarten through grade eight and utilizes a
five-step procedure which is appropriate also for the program in
grades nine through twelve. At leach of the five steps,:important skills
are identified, and activities are suggested that provide a systernatic
approach for solving all types of problems which arise in applied
mathematics.

Problem-solving situations should be an outgrowth of student .

experiences involving phenomena that arise in the context of some
natural event. A search for an "understanding of phenomena" has
dominated human intellectual actiVity from the beginning of time.
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This pursuit of knowledge, of structure, and a causatidn is usually
motivated by the desire for.comfort, by fear of the unknown, or by
curiosity. The search for understanding is usually accompanied by a
strong desire for predictability; that is, within reasonable bounds the
theoretical predictions will agree with known results of the actual
situation. The consistent development in all students of creative

\proplem-formula,tion skills is essential if' the search for understanding
is tO.be motivatea and improved. -

gcade nine through twelve mathematics program should system-
atically . ssist students in devising strategies or tactics for analyzing

t
problems that lead to some success:in solving them. Problems arise in
Many situa ions that seem complicated and difficult to understand.

\By increasin , the number of ways that a student can organize
information prsented in a given problem, the chances of under-
standing the essential features of the problem are increased. Sothe
problem-solving itrategies for the program in grades nine through

\twelve are the follong:
I. Using diagrams o i drawings to organize and analyze information
2. Using tables or gra hs to organize and find new information

\ ,.3. Using established fo ms of logical reasoning. to discover charac-

\ teristics of' problems
4. Assigning numerical estimates to unknown quantities in a

problem and using simple arithmetic to derive new information
about the problem \

.5. Using simpler or similar problems to discover relationships in a
given problem \

6. Employing translation techniques c\Attempts to teach specific applIcations of' mathematics lead
quickly to the identification of the follo\ wing two major difficulties:

1. So many applications of mathematics exist that, it is impossible
. to select any definite subset to repres\ent all-possible situations.

2. Nontrivial applications of' mathematics usually require consider-
able teaching of nonmathematical topics.

To counteract these difficulties, the program in grades. nine
through twelve should, in general, be concentrated on teaching the
skills and techniques associated with the proCess of applying
mathematics rather than on teaching specific 'applications of
mathematics. .

To provide students systematic, in-lepth experienceOn which to
apply mathematics realistically, it is recommended that\ problem-
solving blocks be designed that last from a few days to two weeks
during which the student has the opportunity to immerse himself or
herself in a problem-solving siWion, Ocercise investigatiVe and
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experimental skills, and apply mathematics knowledge. Such experi-
ences would enable students to develop enough of an understanding
of the given situation that they could then answer more substantive
questions about it and could see their mathematical skills used in a
realistic manner.

Probability and Statistics Strand._

Societal needs demand that students at the secondary level
become knoviledgeable about fundamental concepts of probability
and statistics as methods of analyzing data. Statistical findings and
graphic presentations are used in all facets of daily life. Significant
decisions and predictions are systematically made at various levels of
business, industry, and government on the basis of statistical
interpretations and inferences. Similarly, students throughout their
lives will be confronted with statistical presentations of data and
hence will be forced to make decisions based on the analysis and
interpretation of those data.

Interest and enthusiasm fOr the study of probability and statistics
should be easy to foster among students, because the applications of
statistics have widespread significance in almost every discipline. A
resourceful teacher can introduce problems and experiments that will
be relevant to the spectrum of experience possessed by any given
group of students. When possible, experiments should be planned
and conducted by students to enhance the opportunities for student
understanding and motivation for learning statistical concepts.

Through actual experimentation, the program can enable students
to develop the nature of probability from an empirical viewpoint,
leading to the development of theoretical probabilities based on
methods of coUnting outcomes.

Students should acquire concepts and methodology for calculating
measures of central tendency, dispersion, and skewness. The bino-
mial distribution,.based on repeated independent trials of events; is a
probability function that should provide insight about discrete
variables. The central role played by the normal distribution,in the
study of observed data needs to be carefully developed. Students
should develop facility in using tables of the normal distribution for
the solution of inferential problems. -;

Learning exPeriences in the methodology of analyzing data should
provide, students with opportunities for collecting, -organizing,
presenting, graphically representing, interpreting, and making infer-
ences about data. If statistical experiences are to be meaningful to
students, then data collection should be the outgrowth of measuring
and observing experiences pertinent to the students' environment.
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Students who are interested in continuing their studies of
probatility and statistics should hav1e opportunities for further
exploration of more compleX probability distributions, simple
correlations between paired variables, and curve fitting for distribu-.
tions of data.

Relations and Functions Strand
The notions of relations and functions are amonge most

significant and useful ideas in mathematics. Functions and relations
should be identified in many fields such as economics, science, and
education and in nature. The early introduction of the concepts of
relations and functions makes it possible for students to unify parts
of mathematics in a natural way and to apply mathematical
techniques to many fields of study.

If students can learn to identify, represent, and use functions and
relations-, they gain the understanding and power to predict results
from causes known or supposed. Furthermore, using the mathe-
matical representations of functions and relkttions, they can literally
reproduce a 3ituation millions of times without having to perform
experiments or- use expensive equipment each time they want to
acquire additional information. e 2,

The mathematics 'program in grades nine through twelve should
provide for each student who studies mathematics the opportunity
for a gentle but sustained development and use of these-simple yet
powerful unifying concepts.

As- a minimum, the program in grades nine through twelve should
provide the opportunity for each student to develop the following:

A beginning understanding of relations and functions
Some skill in representing relations and functions in word
descriptions, in- tabular form, in the use of formulas, in a
diagram, in. a graph, as a map, or ai a set of Ordered pairs
Some .skill in dfawing graphs of simple functions and relations
Some understanding of how functional relationships can be
used to discover new information about a situation that may
not have originally been apparent..

As students progress in their study of mathematics, processes for
constructing and -manipulating functions should be identified, and
the opportunity to study and use, elementary functions (polynomial,
rational, algebraic, exponential, logarithmic, and trigonometric)
should be available. The notion of the inverse of a function
should be emphasized, using the relationship between the graph of a
function and the graph of its inverse. Functions-and relations in the
form of equalities and inequalities should be solved graphically as
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well as algebraically, and some introduction to the application of
these relations should be given in the study of simple linear
programming problems.

Logical Thinking Strand
The process of reasoning is basic to all mathematics, particularly

to deductive reasoning. In fact, 4- anything typifies mathematics, it is
the free spirit of making hypotheses and definitions, rather than a
mere recognition of facts.

If logical thinking is to be divided into categories, the most natural
are deductive reasoning and inductive reasoning. In instruction at the
secondary level, there should be conscious experience with both
types of reasoning in order that students can understand and make
applications. In solving problems, the students should be helped to
realize whether they are starting from general premises and seeking
consequences or whether they are aiming at universal conclusions by
examining particular instances. Prdgrams in mathematics must help
students (1) to understand the relation between assumptions and
conclusions and thus to test the implications of ideas; (2) to develop .

the ability to judge the validity of reasoning that claims to establish
proof; (3) to generalize .both of the preceding skills; and, finally (4)
to apply all of the preceding skills to situations arising in many fields
of thought.

Inductive reasoning. Inductive' reasoning characterizes an early
stage in the. process ,of growth and maturation that culminates in a
mature understanding of both induction and deduction. Inductive
reasoning is usually informal sand intuitive, but it includes 'several
different modes of thought. _

1 . Simple enUmeration. If enough cases are collected, there will be
some assurance that- the conclusion drawn from the evidence is
reasonably certain. Simple enumeratiOn is extremelY worthwhile
in that it gives the student reasonable assurance of correctness.
The danger present is that students will tend to think that mere
numbers constitute proof.

2. Method of analOgy. Some of the most influential hypotheses
have their origins in a person's ability to use anlogous
reasoning. One inust be certain, however, that-the afialogy fits
before conclusions are drawn.

3. Extension of a pattern of thought. Many ideas.are the result not /
merely of enurneration and analogy but of extrapolation
extending ideas beyond the observed instances. The process or
extension approaches the formality of deductive inference, but
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extension does not carry the authority nor the necessity of the
implication.

4. Hypothesis. Guessing has. a place in any area of mathematics,
from the earliest elementary school experiences to 'courses in
the high schoo! curriculum. When students have many experi-
ences in making reasonable conectures, they soon come to see
the value of hypothesizingextending their perception beyond
what is immediately evident.

Deductive reasoning. The process of deduction involves moving
from assumptions or reasons to conclusions, such a process being
called an inference. Students are exposed to simple inferences in
elementary school, and their experiences in daily living provide them
with a wealth of this type of reasoning.,

Any mathematics program should incorporate general procedures
for presenting students with the basic rules for forming valid
inferences. At times This may be done within the context of courses
alfeady in the curriculum, such as in a course in algebra or one in
geometry. Other progxams may include a course in logical thinking
that will encompass the basic principles of deduction.

Compu ters S trand
The advent of the use of computers in high schools has raised

questions which demand attention: How much should be taught
about computers? To whom? By whom? What are the vocational
responsibilities of the school? How can schools keep abreast of the
rapid technological advances? Should the use of computers be
applied to all areas of the curriculum? What are the effects of
computer-assisted instruction on attitudes toward learning? Does the ,

use of computers "dehumanize" society?
Regardless of the problems, the reality of computers in the

educational environment has prompted the establishment of the
following guidelines for the mathematics program in grades nine
through twelve. When feasible, computers should be used in
educational programs in the following three ways: (1) instruction
about computers; (2) learning with the aid of computers; and (3)
management of instruction.

Instruction about computers. Different st4ent capabilities and
interests will prescribe the scope of instructionbOut computers. A
minimal level of computer literacy fog all students includes the
following:

1. Flowcharting .

2. The functions (storage, computation, and control) of the
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processing component of computers
-3. The.electronic method of coding (the binary system)
4. Input-output devices for communicating with computers

(hands-on experiences)
5. The history and evolution of computers
For students with vocational interests in, computers, instruction

should be expanded to include the following:
I. Learning a compiler language (e.g., BASIC and FORTRAN)
2. Computer programming (e.g., alphabetizing and calculating)
3. Data processing (e.g., keypunching and sorting)
4. Business applications (e.g., inventory control and payroll)
S. On-site visits to computer installations
Finally, students who elect to pursue a career in computer science

should ibe offered the following topics:
I . Advancedprogramming techniques
2. Additional skills in machine languages
3. Writing computer-assisted instruction programs
4. Writing simulation programs
S. Formulating and solving real problems in science, mathematics,

social studies, economics; ecology, and so forth

Learning with the aid of computers. The diverse applications of
computers to learning concepts and skills in mathematics preclude
the establishment of a separate "computer department." Computers
should be used in-every matbematics.class in the following ways:

1 . Drill And practice with immediate correetion
2. Remedial instruction with branching
3. Self-contained preSentations of new material
4. Exploring interesting problems with repetitious calculations
5. Solving problems which arise.- in science, social studies, eco-

nomics, ecology, and so forth
6. Simulation models (e.g.. predictions and games)

Management of instruction. Computers should be used extensively
to aid the teacher in the classroom. Some possible services that can
be provided are the following:

I. Scheduling and 'evaluating resource materials
2. Cataloging topics by cross-reference
3. Recording individual student progress
4. Prescribing individual instruction

° S. Selecting test items from a bank of questions
6. Scoring and analyzing test.results
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Suggestions for Mathematics Programs
In the objectives of the framework for grades nine through twelve,

several different mathematics programs were suggested. This section
will attempt to clarify some of those suggestions. The suggestions are
not intended to be definitive but should be considered only as a
point of departure for local program development.

College-Preparatory Program for Non technically Oriented Students

An alternative two-year colter-preparatory i program can be
offered for nontechnically oriented college capable students. The
objectives of the curriculum are as follows:

1 . The curriculum should be devoted almost entirely 'to those
mathematical concepts that all citizens should know in order to
function satisfactorily in our society.

2. The traditional grade placement of topics should be ignored.
Instead, topics from arithmetic, algebra, and geometry should
be interwoven in such a way that they illuminate and support
each other.

3. The basic ideas about certain new topics, such as computer
mathematics, functions, coordinate geometry, transformations,
prObability, and statistics, should be made available to all

students.
4. It is important to make clear to all students that mathematics is

indeed .useful; that it can help us in understanding the world, we
live in and in solving some of the problems that face us.

The content of an alternative college-preparafory program could
be as follows:.

Grade nine
1. Structuring space
2Functions
3. Informal algorithms and flowcharts
4. PrOblem formulation
5. Ntimber theorY
6. The integers
7. The rational. numbers
8. Congruence
9. Equations and inequalities

10. Decimal representation for rational numbers
11. Probability
12. Measurement
13. Perpendiculars and parallels (I)
14. Similarity
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Grade ten
15. The real number system
16. Area, volume, and computation
17. Perpendiculars and parallels (II)
18. Coordinate geometry
19. Problem solving
20. Solution sets of mathematical sentences
21. Rigid motions and vectors
22. Computers and programs
23. Quadratic functions
24. Statistics
25: Systems of sentences in two variables
26. Exponents and logarithms
27. Logic
28. Applications of probability and statistics

A third-year program could include the following:
a

1. Organizing geometric knowledge
2. Concepts and skills in algebra
3. Formal geometry
4. Equations, inequalities, and radicals
5. Circles and spheres
6. The complex number system
7. Equations of the first and second degree in two variables
8. Systems of equations
9. Logarithms and exponents

10. Introduction to trigonometry
11. The system of vectors
12. Polar form of complex numbers
13. Sequences and series
14. Permutations, combinations, and the binomial theorem'

Flexible _Minicourse Program
A flexible minicourse program can be offered for noncollege-

preparatory students. Following is a brief outline of topics that could
be made available in a nine-week minicourse format. Some topics in
the outline have prerequisites, while others do not. (No attempt has
been made to ariange the topics in any fixed sequence') The
instructional materials for the minicourses should be written for
average or below-average achievers in grades nine through twelve. A
school ,,vith four general mathematics classes could offer a one- to

iNewsletter No. 36: Final Report on a New Curriculum Prolect. Prepared by the School
Mathematics Study Group. Pasadena, Calif.: A. C. Vroman, Inc., 1972, pp. 7-8.
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four-year program with minicourses such as the following. Students
could select four courses per year, depending on their needs and
interests.

1. Numerical Trigonometry and Introduction to Surveying
2. Geometric Constructions and Designs
3. Ratio, Proportion, and Variation
4. Problem Solving and Our Society
5. Practical Measurement and Measuring Devices
6. Mathematics and Nature
7. Mathematics and Games
8. Consumer Economics and Home Management Mathematics
9. Business Mathematics and Business Statistics

10. Flowcharts and Introduction to Programming
11. Credit and Installment Buying
12. Solutions of Equations and Inequalities and Applications
13. Desk Top and Minicalculators and Probability
14. Reading, Constructing, and Using Tables and Graphs
15. Practical Statistics
16. Coordinate Systems, Decision Making, and Solutions of

Systems of Mathematics Sentences

Mathematics Clinic

A. mathematics clinic program could be designed to provide
individualized instruction aimed at meeting the needs of selected
students whose math achievement is significantly below their
ekpected level of achievement. The program could be organized and
planned to meet the identified needs of students. A procedure for
identification of students should include teacher-counselor recom-
mendations and testing data. The program for each student is
planned individually and includes diagnostic testing, pretesting,
individualized instruction, and post-testing.

A clinic could operate in a pullout program (students are
temporarily released from their regular classes) or as a quarter or
semester course. It is desirable to provide aides to assist the teacher
of the mathematics clinic. An aide might be a paraprofessional, a
parent, or a student assistant.

Some examples of different students whose needs are met in clinic
programs are as follows:

1. Students with an ability level within the average range who are
achieving below their expected level in mathematics

2. Able students (including gifted) who are below their expectancy
level of achievement in computatiOnal skills
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3. Target students in mathematics as identified for the Elementary
., and Secondary Education ,Act, Title I, program

One example or a mathematics clinic program is a program
designed for students with ari average range of ability who are
achieving below their expected level (see number 1 above). The
program is designed to provide individualized instruction in basic
concepts and computational skills suited to the needs of selected
students. Offered as a nine-week quarter course, the clinic serves
students whose test scores indicate deficiencies of approximately two
years below expected grade level. The 'clinic is organized for a
maXimum number of 16 students per class period.

Some factors to be considered in recommending students to the
clinic are the following:

1. Calijinylia Tests of Basic Skills computational scores or some
other appropriate test scores to determine a list of students
from whom the clinic teacher will .make recommendations to
the counselors

2. Ability level of stanine three or above
3. Previous 'grades in math
4. Teacher recommendations
Recommended equipment for the clinic is as follows:
1. FoUr calculators that have floating decimal-point capability; the

operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division;
and a percent key

2. Computational skills kit
3. Cassette players with tapes
4. Film-loop pr6jector (Super-8) with tapes
5. Programmable calculators with a 'card reader and accompanying

drill and practice instructional Materials
6. Arithmetic facts kit with fact pacer
Recommended materials for the clinic are the following:
1. Programmed practice materials
2. Basic textbooks (or appropriate textbook for possible ungraded

quart,r courses) with accompanying workbooks
Another thsirable equipment item for the math clinic is a

videocassette player.
Math clinic activities are as follows:
1. Upon entering the mathematics clink, a student is:

a..Interviewed by the clinic teacher for interest in improving
computational skills

b. Given an orientation to the clinic procedures
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c. Given standardized diagnostic tests to verify specific areas of'
difficulty

d, Involved in determining individualized work .based on the
deficiencies indicated by the diagnostic test

e. Involved in developing the student's individual program
2. When a student completes the individual program, he or she:

a. Is given a post-test
b. Discusses the results of the test with the teacher
c. Is programmed into the workbook accompanying the basic

textbook that is used in the regular classroom (This interface
assignment is.given to bridge the gap between the clinic effort
and current-levels of classfoom assignments.)

d. Can cover in detail some of the main topics studied in the
student's regular classroom

Since each student is involved in developing an individUal plan of
progress, the teacher, must observe the student's motivation and
efficiency pursuant to correcting the student's problems.

College-Preparatory Program for Technically Oriented Students

-Alternative college-preparatory programs can be offered for.
technically oriented college capable students. Two alternatives for
including calculus in college-preparatory mathematics .programs are
suggested below. The first alternative program is.designed to provide
an articulated program beginning in grade seven and leading to
advanced college placement for mathematically talented students.
The pattern of courses is as follows:

i;rade
7

Prealgeb'ra

Grath'

Algebra I

Grade
9

Algebra 2

Grade
/0

Gemnetry

Grade
/1

Precaleulus

Grade
/2 ,

Cakulus

The course in grade twelve could be offered by a community
college on the high school campus. While comihercial textbooks are
used at each level, other materials on topics not found in the books,
such as mathematiCal systems, non-Euclidean geometry, source
books of challenging problems, projects, and library references,need
to be prepared.
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Another alternative program is a highly sequential, integrated
six-year program beginning in grade seven. Students 'may leave the
program at any gade level. This program removes the traditional
barriers between separate courses, such as between algebra and
geometry, and it provides students with the equivalent of two full
years of college-preparatory mathematics.
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Appendix A

Mathematics Program Strands and Objectives
for Kindergarten Through Grade Eight

Arithmetic, Numbers, and Operations Strand

Count ing

Counting: Readiness

Exploration and identification of the number of objects in a set
Exploration of _the concept of "how many"
Exploration and identification of equal and unequal sets of phyical objects
Acquisition of the skill of counting concrete objects

Counting: KindergartenGrade Three

Acquisition of the skill of counting pictorial representations of objects
Exploration and identification of predeceisor and successor dements for whole

numbers
Exploration and recognition of the uses of the empty set
Demonstration of counting by multiples of numbers
Illustration of the.conservation of numbers
Exploration of the process of locating points on the number line
Development of the construction and use of the number line
Demonstration of the order relation far the whole numbers
Extension of the number line concept to include integers
Intuitive development of concepts of equality .and inequality, using sets of

physical objects
Exploration and identification of equivalent and nonequivalent concrete sets,

using one-to-one correspondence
Acquisition of the skill of reading and writing numerals and number names

written in words
Demonstration of ordering of sets of objects by size comparisons
Exploration of reading anil counting pictorial representations of objects
Maintenance of counting skills through review and practice

Counting: Grades FourSix
Exploration o'f simple infinite sets (whole numbers, even numbers, and so forth)
Acquisition of the skill of reading and writing nonnegative rational numbers
Utilization of counting by multiples to aid in the understanding of multiplica-

tion and division
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Extension of the number line concept to include rational numbers
Demonstration of.the order relation for the nonnegative rational numbers
Demonstration of thc order relation for the integers

Counting: Grades SevenEight

Exploration, acquisition, and utilization of concepts involving comparisons and
correspondences between setsboth finite and infinite

Demonstration.of the order relations for the rational numbers
Acquisition of the skill of reading and writing rational numbers

Operations

Operations: Readiness

Intuitive.development-of jOining and separating sets, using concrete objects
Intuitive understanding of addition and subtraction, using sets of concrete

objects

Operations: KindergartenGrade Three

Development of addition as joining sets and.subtraction as separating sets
Exploration of addition and subtraction, using Venn diagrams
Presentation of appropriate use of symbok (+, , X, =, >, <, and so forth)

between numbers
Introduction of addition and subtraction facts
Mastery of addition and subtraction facts
Acquisition of the skill of adding or subtracting without regrouping
Acquisition of the skill of adding or sub trading with regrouping
Acquisition of the skill of adding and subtracting amounts of money
Identification of addends and sums in addition algorithms
Maintenance of addition, subtraction skills for whole numbers by review and

practice
Intuitive understanding of the concept of multiplication'
Acquisition of, and review of, basic multiplication facts
Acquisition of an understanding of, and use of, multiplication algorithm
Exploration of addition and subtraction of decimal fractions
Exploration of, and acquisition of, skill in working with number sentences
Exploration of the addition and subtraction of integers
Acquisition of the skill of adding and subtracting like fractions with sums less

than one
Exploration of solving simple linear equations and inequalities involving + and
Maintenance of multiplication skills for whole numbers through review and

practice

Operations: Grades FourSix

Illustration of addition as "joining" and subtraction as "separating"
Application of Venn diagrams as an aid in understanding and solving problems,

using addition and subtraction .

Development of mastery of the addition and subtraction facts
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Acquisition of an understanding of, and application of, the operational and
relational symbols ÷, =, >, <, and so forth)

Acquisition of problem-solving skills for problems that involve the addition and
subtraction of whole numbers

'Development of mastery and accuracy in using addition and subtraction
algorit hms

Maintenance or addition and subtraction skills for whole numbers by review and
practice

I n t ui t ive understanding of the concept of division
Development of basic division facts
Development and mastery of the basic multiplication and division facts
Acquisition and usage of the division algorithm
Explanation of the various steps used in solying division problems
Acquisition of problem-solving skills in multiplication or division or whole

numbers
Exploration of the use of integers in everyday situations
klentification of factors and products in multiplication and division algorithms
Development of the skill or addihg-and subtracting integers
Acquisition and .maintenance of skill in working with number sentences
Maintenance of multiplication, division skills for whole numbers by review and

practice
Acquisition of computational skill for addition and subtraction of decimal

fractions
Acquisition or computational skill for multiplication and division of decimal

fractions
Representation of a number in its equivalent fraction or decimal fraction form
Acquisition of computational skill for the addition and subtracti.on of common

frac lions
Acquisition or computational skill for multiplying and dividing common fractions
Exploration of percents through related work with fractions
Development of the use of whole numbers as exponents
Exploration of the skill of multiplying and dividing integers

Operations: Grades SevenEight

Application of operational and relational symbols (+, , X, ÷, >, <, and so
Forth). /-

Application of addition and subtraction skills
Maintenance of addition and subtraction skills through review and practice
'Acquisition of prob1em-solvirtgI4kills related to consumer mathematics
Explorations of shoricutsin The basic, algorithm operations
Development of-the skill.of multiplying and dividing integers
Acquisition of the skill of adding and subtracting rational numbers
Maintenance of multiplication and division skills for whole numbers and

fractions through review and practice
Maintenance of computational skills for addition and subtraction of decimal
, fractions

Maintenance of 'computational skills for the multiplication and division of
decimal fractions
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Skills development in estimating stun. difference. product, and quotient of
nitional n withers

Development or skills in rounding orr a rational nunther written in decimal form
Acquisition of the skill of using integers as exponents
Representation of. and use of, numbers written in percent form
Recognition of, and skill in simplifying, complex fractions
Acquisition of the skill of using number operations to solve number sequences
Acquisition of the skill or squaring a rational number
Acquisitkm or the skill of estimating the square root of a nonnegative rational

n umber

Place Values

Place Values: Readi'

Exploration or grouping and counting Concrete objects
Demonstration of grouping and counting sets of concrete oWects
Exploration or grouping,and counting concrete objects by tens
Exploration of grouping and counting concrete objects by tens and ones

. .

Place Values: KindergartenGrade Three

Exploration and use of the digits zero through nine
Exploration of the role or numbers containing decimal points (e.g., money,

metric notation)
Development of skills in counting concrete objects and' recordingtens and ones
Development of the concept or place value by grouping objects
Exploration of place value of digits in numerals
Identification of place value for any digit in a three-digit 'numeral

Reprgsentation of a number in expander' notation form
Dec,elopment of skills of counting by tens and hundreds

Place'Values: Grades FourSix

Utilization of counting by tens, !lundreds, thousands ... to develop the concept

of place value
Identification and role of a decimal point
Identification of place value for any digit in a numeral
Interpretation of place value of digits in any numeral
Representation of a number in expanded notation form and in exponential fort,:
Exploration of the representation of numbers by scientific notation
Utilization or the place value concept to help develop an understanding of the

algorithms for the basic operations with mhole numbers

Place Values: Grades SevenEight

Interpretation of the order of the powers of ten in expanded notation
Recognition and interpretation of integers as exponents (powers of ten)
Development of, and application of, scientific notation
Application of the properties of the decimal numeration system to the metric

'system of measurement
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Representation of rational numbers, using scientific notation
Interpretation and use or zero and negative exponents

Patterns

Patterns: Readiness

Exploration of simple patterns made with objects
Discovery or patterns made with objects and the extension or those patterns
Exploration or even and odd whole numbers

Patterns: Kindergarten Grade Three
.Dis'covery of sintple patterns using pictures and drawings
ExploratMn of pattern recognition in sequences of numbers
.Exploration or sequences of even and odd numbers and their.properties
Exploration of methods of counting, using multiples of numbers
Discovery of patterns of odd and even numbers

Patterns: Grades FourSix
Discovery and completion of number sequences
Identification and applications of multiples and divisors of numbers
Exploration or number patterns that represent the basic' properties a the real

number system

Patterns: Grades SevenEight
Discovery of a variety or number patterns based on concrete an torial

models
Recognition of the patterns in sets of ordered pairs
Exploration of the use of variables to represent number patterns

Nature of Numbers

Nature Of Numbers: Readiness

Exploration of the reading of numerals
Exploration of the use of numbers and numerals in daily life
IdentificatiOn of the numeral that names "how many" in a set.
Recognition of halves of objects
Recognition or half of a set of objects

Nature of Numbers: KindergartenGrade Three
Comparison of equivalent and nonequivalent sets using symbols
Development of the.order relation for numbers
Selection of relational symbols to make true statements (=,<,>)
ll!ustration of the property of betweenness for numbers
Exploration of life situations involving negative numbers
Exploration of fractional parts of whole concrete objects

.Recognition of the fractions .1/2, 'hi. Vs; and IAD represented by the shaded

region of a figure
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Identification of fractional parts 16 ,
1/4

, , and 1/11,

Description or fractional parts of a whole
-Decimal equivalents of fractions lh , 1/4, Ys , and IA,
Comparison of equivalent fractions

Nature of Numbers: Gra FourSix
Definition of addends and s, factors and products
Illustration of inul tip I Icat biT of whole numbers as repeated addition and powers

as repeated multiplication
Exploration of the property of between7 for ,numbers
Introduction of integers
Develdpment of fraction notation arcd the properties of fractions
Selection of a number in fraction form that corresponds to part of a whole

concrete object
Acquisition of the skill of changing fractions to higher or lower terms

(equivalent fractions)
Definition of least common multiple and gkeitest common factor
Exploration of the technique of finding common multiples in terms of

intersection of sets
Acquisition of the skill of computing the least common multiple of tWo or more

whole,numbers
Acquisition of the skill of computing the greatest common factor of two or

more whole numbers
Identification of prime and-Composite numbers
Definition of prime and composite numbers
Exploration of techniques to determine if a given number is prime
Identification of prime factors of a comliosite number
Definition of relatively prime numbe
Acquisition of the skillof ordering actional numbers
Demonstration of the conversion of fractions or decimals to percents and-the

converse
Explordtion of the basic concepts of ratio, proportion, and percerit
Demonstration of the conversion of percents or.decimals to fractions in lowest

terms .

Nature of mbers: Grades SevenEight

Definitiorivfl ctori in terms 'of divisibility
Utilization of techniques to find missing factors
Utilization of a technique to determine if a given number is prime
Exploration Of some of the simple properties of priines
Acquisition of computational skills using negative numbers
Description of rules for divisibility ,

Prediction of the number of possible whole number factOrs of a given humber
Utilization of a technique to determine the prime. factorsofm number,
Applications of least common multiple and greatest common factor
Exploration of techniques to find sequential prime numbers
Wilization of greatest common factors in solving pioportions
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Acquisition of the skill of converting percents, decimals to fractions in, lowest

ter rm;
Acquisition Of the skill of converting fractions or percents to decimals
EY, plural ion 'of the periodicity of the decimal form of rational numbers
Application of ttle use of percents, fractions, and decimals in problem situations

ProPerties

Properties:, Readiness
Exploration of the order relation of numbers

Properties: KindergartenGrade Three
Intuitive presentation of the commutative property of addition
Intuitive exploration of commutative and associative properties of addition and

multiplication for whole numbers
Intuitive exploration of the distributive property of whole numbers
Exploration of the we of parentheses in grouping
Informal development of the definition of the,set of whole numbers and the set

of integers
Exploration of the special properties of zero and one

Properties: Grades Four -Six

bernonstration of the distributive property
Utilization t f parentheses to demonstrate the associative and distributive

properties
Dem, nstration of the properties o. n.:perations for nonnegative rational numbers
Exploration of the closure property for addition and multiplication on the set of

whole numbers
Exploration of the role of identity elements in addition and multiplication
Exploratio; -.)f the role of inverse elements in addition and multiplication
Demonstration f the use of inverse elements in operations with integers and

fractions
Recognition of the binary nature of our four basic operations
Illustration of subtraction and division as inverse operations of addition and

'multiplication, respectively
Exploration of presence or absence of the property of denseness in different

subsets of the real numbers
Exploration of the use of properties of number systems to develop algorithms

for basic operations.when using scientific notation
Intuitive development of definitions of the set of integers and the set of

nonnegative rational numbers
Development of the special properties of zero and one
Exploration of the identify element for the operations of addition and

mUltiplication en various sets of numbers

Properties: Grades SevenEight ,

Demonstration and utilization of the properties of rational numbers
Demonstration and application of the closure property for the operations of

addition and multipication on various sets of numbers _
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Demonstration and application of the identity elements for the Operations of
addition and multiplication on various sets of numbers

Demonstration and application of the inverse elements for the operations of
addition and multiplication on various sets of numbers

Development of an understanding of the definition of absolute value
Demonstration of presence or absence of the property of denseness in different

subsets of the real numbers
Application of field properties to solve mathematical sentenOs
Explaration of group properties of some subsets of real numbers
Exploration of the use of the field properties in the development of algorithms

for basic operations with integers and rational numbers
Demonstration of the use of properties of number systems to develop algorithms

for basic operations when using scientific notation
Intuitive development of the definition and properties of real numbers
Recognition and use of the special properties of zero and one
Illustration and utilization of one-to-one correspondence between real numbers

and points on the number line
Exploration offield.and group properties, using finite number system
Acquisition of ability to identify irrational numbers

Geometry Strand

Geometric Figures

Geometric Figures: Readiness

Exploration with familiar physical objects representing three- and two-
!dimensional geometric shapes

Exploration through design building with three-dimensional materials, including
pattern formation

Informal identification of geometric shapes according to their properties
Informal identification of special qualities: inside, outside, on, flat, curved, and

straight
Informal identification of properties, using prerneiisuring activities involving

simple comparisons; e.g., ruund, square, tall, or deep

Geometric Figures: Kindergarten+Grade Three

Exploration with three- and two-dimensional geometric shapes in the environ-
ment, including picture design and patterns

Identification of properties of geometric shapes, using more precise language,
written and oral

Identification of special qualities of two- and three-dimenSional geometric
figures and perpendicular and parallel relationshiiA of lines through models
and pictures

Recognition of curves: open, closed, regular, and irregular
Development of classification skills with plane geometric configurations accord-

ing to their properties, using informally the ideas of similarity and congruence
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Development of pattern design with reproduction of formalized patterns; e.g.,
tessella tions

Acquisition of ability to demonstrate properties of geometric shapes

Geometric Figures: Grades FourSix
Exploration with geometric shapes, including moVement of forms as an intuitive

introduction to transformations
Identification of closed and open curves, closed and o en surfaces, cube, sphere,

triangular prism, and so forth, using precise language and appropriate symbols
Identification of properties, leading to development of geometric models
Development of an understanding of lines, planes, and space as sets of points and

...perpendicular arid .parallel relationships of lines
Development of' skills of construction of models and patterns to illustrate

geometric ideas using appropriate instruments
Development of ability to classify and name geometric figures, using congruence

and sinnilarity
Acquisition of ability to illustrate properties of shapes and their inter-

relationships

Geometric Figures: Grades SevenEight
Exploralibn with geometric figures, using transformations to investigate proper-

ties of reflections, rotations, translations, and dilations
Exploration of geometric models in relation to problem solving
Identification of geometric models applicable to specific problem situations
Acquisition of ability to demonstrate cOncepts of congruence and similarity, and

perpendicularity and parallelism
ACquisition of skill of model building
Application of laws and principles related to geometry in practical situations
Applications using constructions and models to pertinent situations in two- and

three-dimensional space

Reasoning
Reasoning: Readiness

Exploration through the sorting of' three-dimensional and two-dimensional
shapes, leading to short Chains of reasoning

Reasoning: KindergartenGrade Three
Exploration with physical objects for informal verification of similarity and

congruence relationships

Reasoning: Grades FourSix
Explorations with materials verifyin6 similarity and congruence
Exploration of geometric patterns illustrating inductive reasoning, leading to

generalizations
Identification of ways to verify congruence and similarity
Identification of short chains of deductive and inductive reasoning
Acquisition of ways to verify similarity and congruence
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Reasoning: Grades SevenLight

Exploration with ideas of congruence and similarity
Exploration of angle measurement relations for triangles and quadrilaterals
Exploration of deeper meanings of the reasoning process
Development of simple deductive and inductive reasoning processes, especially

those related to similarity, congruence, and sum of angle measures for angles
of a triangle

Acquisition of ability to perform short, sequential reasoning exercises

Coordinate Geometry

Coordinate Geometry: Readiness

Exploration with two-dimensional materials as a foundation for coordinates;
e.g., tile floor or checkerboard

Informal exploration with simple patterns involving symmetry in the environ-
ment; e.g., blot patterns or leaves

Coordinate Geometry: KindergartenGrade Three

Informal exploration with coordinates, using appropriate vocabulary and
symbols in the first quadrant

Explorations with simple patterns of picture symmetry; e.g., paper folding
Identification of symmetry in the natural world
Identification of points on a line.corresponding to positive and negative numbers.

Coordinate Geometry: Grades FourSix
Explorations to develop concepts related to the coordinate plane, such as map

reading, graphing, and Cartesian products
Identification of patterns of symmetry on the plane
Identification of points on the coordinate plane with appropriate language and

symbols in all four quadrants
Demonstration of ability to locate points in all four quadrants
Utilization of graphing and ordered pairs in the problem solving/applications and

relations and functions strands

Coordinate Geometry: Grades Seven--Eight

Explorations that continue to develop concepts of two-dimension and three-
dimensional space

Identification of symmetry on the plane
Identification of points on the coordinate plane in all four quadrants
Demonstration of the ability to use coordinate geometry in all four quadrants
Acquisition of the skill of graphing, using coordinates and symmetry
Application of coordinate geometry to real-life situations

Measurement of Geometric Figures

Measurement of Geometric Figures: Readiness

Exploration with physical objects, using comparison and premeasuring activities
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Measurement of Geometric Figures: KindergartenGrade Three
Exploration through informal physical activities (e.g., pacing) of concepts of

length and perimeter, using arbitrary units
Exptoration with materials, using standard units
Identification of the concepts of length and perimeter
Development of skill for measuring
Application of skills of geometric measuring in prOlem solving

'Measurement of Geometric Figures: Grades FourSix
Explorations with regular and irregular geometric shapes, using comparisons with

arbitrary units
Identification of such concepts as area, volume, and measurement of angles
Development of geonnetric measurement concepts in relationshir to computa-

tion skills
Application of skills of geometric measurement or problem solving

Measurement of Geometric Figures: Grades SevenEight

Explorations with regular and irregular gebmetric shapes, using comparisons with
arbitrary units

Explorations with standard units in measuring geometric figures
Identification of need for developing skill in measuring
Development of the skill for measuring and using measurements
Application of skills and understandings of geometry in numerical problem

solving, including use of the Pythagorean formula

Measurement Strand
Arbitrary Units of Measurement

Arbitrary Units of Measurement: Readiness

Exploration of the attributes of measurement together with the development of
appropriate vocabulary

Exploration activities that informally use arbitrary units of measure
Exploration activities that develop a beginning of an understanding of the need

for measuring objects and materials in the environment

Arbitrary Units of Measurement: KindergartenL-Grade Three
Exploration of measurement, using a variety of arbitrary units of measure
Development of useful vocabulary for measurement
Development and organization of techniques related to measuring, using selected

arbitrary units of measure
Application.of techniques of measuring, using selected arbitrary units

Arbitrary Units of Measurement: Grades FourSix
Exploration of' a variety of measuring experiences within the child's environment
Introduction of dppropriate vocabulary of measurement
Acquisition of skills in measuring, using arbitrary units of Measure
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Arbitrary Units of Measurement: Grades SevenEiet

Exploration of the measuring siLations arising in daily liv:ng
Demonstration of proficiency in using correct lanuage for measurt!rnent
Utilization of techniques in the solution of real-life problems

Srarard Units of lileasurement

Standard Units of Meastt4etnent: Readiness

Exploraticn of cchnpa ative measures within the child's environment, using
unmarked objects which are of standard roetric unit

.Standard Units of MeasuremtilE KindeigartenGrade I hree

Demonstration of a familiarity with informal methods of measuring
Exploration of comparative measures within the child's environment, using

objects marked wiih standard metric units
Exploration activities with concrete objects that lead to the selection of the

appropriate unit for measuring the objects
Exploration of measuring to the nearest whole unit
Development of appropriate vocabulary
Development of measuring techniques, using standard units of measure,

including temperature and time
Development of skills, using simple measuring instruments
Exploration activities that involve the expression of measurements in decimal

notation
Application of techniques of measuring, using selected standard units

Standard Units of Measurement: Grades FourSix
Exploration activities leading to the development of concepts related to scale

drawings and interpretation of maps
Demonstration of an understanding of measuring to the nearest unit
Development of the ability to choose the appropriate unit for measuring objects
Introduction of conversion between units within the SI (Systeme International)

metric system
Development of the ability to convert units within the SI metric system
Application of measuring skills, using standard metric units
Develbpment of correct vocabulary of measurement
Development of skills in representing measurements in decimal notation
Application of measuring skills that require use of simple measuring instruments

Standard Units of Measurement: Grades SevenEight

Development of correct vocabulary
Demonstration of proficiency in converting between

system
Demonstration of proficiency in measuring to nearest unit
Application of measuring to objects and situations that occur in the pupil's

environment

units within the 'metric
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Development of common formulas for measuring objects that are represented by
geometric figures

Utilization of common measuring instruments to find the measures of objects in

the pupil's environmeni
Presentation of U.S. Customary units in their historical perspective and

development of informal comparisons' between them and SI metric units

Approximate Nature of Measurement

Approximate Nature of Measurement: KindergartenGrade Three
Exploration of measurement activities, leading to an understanding of the

approximate nature of measurement
Identification of the approximate nature of measurement

Approximate Nature of Measurement: Grades FourSix

Exploration of the approximate nature of measurement
Exploration of the relation between the size of the unit and the. "erfor" in the

measurement
Acquisition of an understanding of the approximate nature of measurement
Recognition of the relationship between the approximate nature of measure-

ment and rounding off
Recognition of generalizations relative to the approximate nature of

measurement
Acquisition of skill in choosing the appropriate unit of measure

Approximate Nature of Measurement: Grades SevenEight
Demonstration of an understanding of the approximate nature
Demonstration of an understanding of "error" in measurement
Demonstration of skill in choosing appropriate units of measure
Application of the approximate nature of measurement in

problems
Estimation

of measurement

the solution of

Estimation: Readiness
Exploration of estimation of the size of objects compared to familiar objects

within the range of a child's environment

Estimation: KindergartenGrade Three
Exploration of estimation of qthe size of objects compared to familiar objects

within the range of a child's environment
Recognition of the use of guessing in making valid estimations of measurement
Recognition of ft:e impcoance of choosing the correct unit of meastire for valid

estimates
Demonstration of the skai of estithation of the size of objects in the child's

environment
Development of techniques of estimation, using standard units of Measure
Utilization of estimation techniques in the soltition of problems involving

measurements
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Estimation: Grades FourSix
Demonstration of the skill of estimation of the size of objects in the child's

environment
Development of techniques of estimation, using standard units of measure
Recognition of the importance of choosing the cOrrect unit of measure for

useful estimates
Utilization of estimation techniques in the solution of problems involving

measurements

Estimation: Grades SevenEight
Demonstration of techniques for the refinement of an estimate
APplication of estimation skills in situations found inside and outside the

classroom

Problem Solving/Applications Strand
Problem Formulation

Problem Formulation: Readiness

Exploration of meaningful situations in which questions would arise such as
How many? How far? or How long?

Exploration of meaningful situations in which questions would arise such as
What does it look likeT or What shape?

Exploration of the formulation of questions that lead to new information about
a given situation such as Which is the greater? or What comes first?

Development of beginning techniques of questioning that lead to the placement
of a given situation in a mathematical context involving counting

Problem Formulation: KindergartenGrade Three
Exploration of the formulation of questions that identify useful Or extraneous

information given in the description of a situation
Recognition of simple questioning techniques for placing a given situation in a

mathematical context that involves whole numbers and the operations of
addition, multiplication, and subtraction

Recognition of simple questioning techniques for placing a given situation in a
mathematical context that involves linear or weight measurements, time, or
money

Identification of typical questions about a given situation that lead to the
relations between numbers of <,=, or >

Identification of simple questioning techniques that lead to the placement of a
given situation in a mathematical context involving line or circle graphs

Development of skills in posing questions about the geometric properties of a
given situation that lead to the informal use of the relationships, similarity
and congruence, or the properties of familiar geometric shapes

ProbleM Formulation: Grades FourSix
Exploration of situations in which questions arise that place a given situation in

a mathematical context involving the coordinate plane
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Exploration of questioning techniqucs that lead to the recognition of simple
functional relationships in a 'given situation

Exploration of meaningful situations in which questions arise that place the
given situation in a mathematical context involving the use of set diagrams to

'show logical relationships
Exploration of meaningful situations in which questions arise that place the

given situation in a mathematical context involving percent
Exploration of situations in which questions arise that place the given situation

in a mathematical context involving powers of ten or scientific notation
Identification of simple questioning techniques that lead to the placement of a

given situation in a mathematical context involving linear and area measure-
ments, weight measurements, time, money, or indirect measurements such as.

speed
Development of skill in posing questions that place a given situation in a

mathematical context invoMng whole numbers, integers, the fractional and
decimal forms of rational numbers, and the operations of addition, subtrac-
tion, multiplication, and division

Development of skill in posing questions that lead to the placement of a given
situation in a mathematical context involving mathematical sentences or
formulas

Development of skill in posing questions that place a given situation in a
mathematical context that involves the arrangement of information in

pictographs, line graphs, or circle graphs
Development of beginning skill in posing questions that pi lace a given situation in

a mathematical context involving the probability of an event, odds, tree
diagrams, or permutations of combinations

Acquisition of skill in posing questions that place a gixen situation in a
Mathematical context that involves concepts such as divisibility, factors,

multiples, primes, or powers or numbers
Acquisition of skill in posing questions that lead to the informal use of parallel

and perpendicular relationships between lines, informal use of similarity and
congruence, and properties of figures

Problem Formulation: Grades SevenEight
Exploration of situations in which questions arise that place the given situation

in a mathematical context involving the concepts of ratio and proportion
Exploration of meaningful situations in which questions arise that place the

situation in a mathematical context involving sampling techniques, frequency
tables, histograms, range, median, mean, standard deviation, or probability of,

an event'?
Identification of questioning techniques that lead to the placement of a given

situation in a Mathematical context involving the coordinate plane
Development of skill in posing question; that lead to the identification of the

functional relationships in a given situation
Development of skill in riming questions that lead to the recognition of logical

relationships in a giv at.tton
Development of skil sing iuestions that lead to the identification of the

concept of percent t a given situation
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Development of skill in posing questions that place a given situation in a
mathematical context involving expanded aotation, powers of ten, or
scientific notation

Development of skill in posing questions that identify the need for the concepts
of arbitrary standard units of measure, subdivisibility of units of measure, the
additive nature of units of measure, or the accuracy and precision of
measurements

Acquisition of skill in posing questions that identify:the nee'd for the techniques
of arranging data in statistical graphs such as line graphs, pictographs, circle
graphs, histograms, or frequency polygons

Acquisition of skill in posing questions that identify the need for the concepts of
permutations and combinations, probability of an event, conditional proba-
bility, or mathematical expectation in the interpretation of a given situation

Utilization of skill in posing questions about a given situation thdt lead to
mathematical situations involving mathematical 'formulas or mathematical
sentences and their solution sets

Utilization of questioning techniques that lead to thel placement of a given
situation in a mathematical context involving linear, area, and volume
measureMents, weight and capacity, time, temperature, or indirect measure-
ments such as velocity

Utilization of skill in posing questions indicating need to involve the concepts of
range, standard deviation, median, mode, or mean in analysis of 4 given
situation

Utilization of skill in posing questions identifying need for geometric concepts
(parallelism, perpendicularity, congruence, similarity, or properties of figures)
in analysis of a given situation

Problem Analysis

Problem Analysis: Readiness

Exploration activities involving students in drawing pictures to develop
understanding of a formulated problem

Exploration activities for the manipulation of physical o6jects to develop
understanding.of a given problem

Exploration activities for the use of geometric shapes and their properties to
develop an understanding of a given problem

Exploration activities for the use of "guesses" or estimations to develop
understanding of a given problem

Development of skill related to counting or one-to-one matching as a technique
for the understanding qf a given problem

Problem Analysis: KindergartenGrade Three

Exploration of the use of tables, drawings, or diagrams to develop understanding
of a formulated problem

Exploration of oral discussion activities to develop techniques for restating a
problem and for identifying clearly the object of the problem, the given
information, and the unknowns
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Exploration of techniques for subdividsing a problem into simpler subordinate
problems and then integrating the analysis of each part into a general analysis
of the given problem

Development of skill in using addition, subtraction, or multiplication of whole
numbers, fractions, or decimals to represent parts of a given problem

Development of skill in using "itiesses" to help identify the relationships
between parts of a given problem

Development of skill in using the manipulation of physical materials-to simulate
the features of a given problem to help identify the characteristics of the
problem

Problem Analysis: Grades FourSix
Exploration activities that involve tile written restatement of a problem and the

written identification of the unknowns and of the given information
Exploration activities of the identification of similar or simpler problems that

have been analxzed before and the use of these results to identify the
significant relationships in a given problem

Exploration activities of experiments with physical models of probleins to
identify significant relationships in a given problem

Exploration activities in which students mathematically generate new data to
identify significant relationships in a given problem

Development of skill in using graphs to identify the relationships between parts
of a given problem

Development of skill in using patterns, diagrams, drawings, or geometric figures
to develop an understanding of the relationships in a given problem

Acquisition of skill in using numerical experiMentation (guessing) to identify the
important relationships in a given problem

Problem Analysis: Grades SevenEight
Exploration Of theprocess of identifying unknowns as variables in a given

problem
Exploration of the process of identifying functional relationships, if they exist,

in a given problem
Exploration of the process of graphing relationships in the coordinate prane to

identify significant features of a given problem
Development of skill in the written analysis of a problem, including the clear

identification of the hypotheses or given information and the identification of
the unknowns :-

Development of skills that use the analysis of simpler or similar problems in the
analysis of the given problem

Development of skill in using physical simulations of the problem to identify
significant relationships in a given problem

Acquisition of skills using arithmetic or geometric patterns, tables, diagrams,
drawings, or geometric constructions to develop an understanding of the
relationships in a given problem

Utilization of skills in which students estimate the solutions of a given problem
in. order to identify the significant relationships in the problem
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Utilization of skills 'in which students use and design physical experiments to
simulate the features of a given problem in order to identify the significant

. relationships in the problem

Problem Models
Problem Models: Readiness

Exploration of the construction' nmdels of problems that only involve writing
counting numbers (to ten)

Exploration of the construction\ of models of problems that use the order
relations between counting numbers (to ten)

Exploration of the construCtionpfjphysical objects shaped as simple geometric
figures as models of given problerns

Exploration of 'the construction of Physical objects, drawings, or pictographs as
models of given problems

Exploration of the construction of models that require measurements made by
using nonstandard units, such as a hand, a step, or a sf4ck

Problem Models: _KindergartenGrade Three

Exploration of the construction of mpdels of problems inVolving the sum,
difference, or product of two whole ndicribers

Exploration of the construction of models of problems involving the sum or
difference of two-rational numbers in fractional or decimal form

Exploration of the construction of simple 'number sentences as models of given
problems

Recognition-Of tables, line graphs, circle g aphs, or pictographs as models of
given problems

Development of skill in using simple geometric shapes such as lines, circles,
triangles, squares, or rectangles as models for given problems

Development of skill in using tables of data as odels of given problems

Problem Models: Grades FourSix
Exploration of the number line or the coordinate\ plane as a model
Exploration of the construction of set diagrams as models
Exploration of the construction of models that use variables, functions, or

relations and translation of phrases or-sentences
Exploration Of the construction of models of problems that involve p rcent
Exploration of the construction of number patterns or geometriE° patterns as

models of given problems
Exploration of modifying or simplifying mathematical models of pl'oblems in

order to solve them
Development of skill in drawing geometric figures\ and using their properties.

(parallelism, perpendicularity, congruence, or similarity) as models of prob-
lems or parts of problems

Development or skill in drawing pictures, array diagrams, or tree diagrams as
models of problems

Development of skill in using simple formulas or of constructing simple
mathematical sentences as models of problems
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Acquisition of skill in using tables of data or simple statistical measures such as
mean, median, mode, or range as models of problems

Problem Models: Grades SevenEight
Exploration of the use of scale drawings and ratio and proportions as models of

given problems .7

Exploration 6f the use of Concepts of probability and statistics as models of
problems

Development of skill in using the graphs of simple functions or relations as
models of given problems .

Development of skill in using Venn diagrams as mOdels of a given problem
Development of skill in using percent in a model of a given problem
Development of skill in using measurements such as linear, area, volume, weight,

time, capacity, or velocity as models of a given problem
Acquisition of skill in translating a problem into mathematical sentences or'formulas
Acquisition or skill in using numerical patterns such as arrays or sequences or

using geometric patterns as models of given problems
Acqdisition of skill in using propertieg of geometric figures such as similarity,

congruence, parallelism, or perpendicularity as models of problems

Problem Solution

Problem Solution: Readiness
Exploration of counting or one-to-one matching as a method of solving a

problem
Exploration activities with physical objects, the relations or >, and the

counting numbers (to ten) as a method of solving a problem
Informal development of skills, using nonstannard units of measure such as a

hand, a stick, or a step to solve a given problem
lInformal development of techniques of comparing the solutions of given

problems with a guess

Problem Solution: KindergartenGrade Three
Exploration of the use of the computation of sums, products, or differences of

positive'rational numbers as a means of solving problems
Exploration of the use of simple mathematical sentences to solve problems
Exploration of methods of using tables, drawings, pictographs, and line or circle

graphs to find solutions of problems
Development of skill in using properties (such as similarity or congruence) Of

simple geometric shapes to find solutions
Development of skill in using standard, units of measure such as millimeter,

centimeter, meter, gram, kilogram, minute, and hour to find solutions
Development of skill in performing simple physical experiments and allecting

data empirically to find solutions



Problem Solution: Grades FourSix
Exploration of graphing on the coordinate plane to solve-given problems
Exploiation of Venn diagrams to find solutions
ExplOration of computation with percents.to find solutions
ExFforation of the use of simple mathematical sentences to findsolutions

'Exploration of simple number sequences o'r series to find sokitions
Development of skill in using basic operations on rational numbers to find

solutions
Identification and use of simple formulas to find solutibns,
Development of skill in using properties of geometric figures such as perpen-,

dicularity, parallelism, congruence, or similarity to find golutions r
Development of skill in using sketches, arrays, or tree diagrams to firid. solutions..
Utilization of data arranged in tabular form and statistical meaiures such;as

mean, median, mode, or range to find solutions
-.-

Problem Solution: Grades SevenEight

Exploration of scale drawings and the use of ratio and proportion to find
solutions

Development of skill in using-simple probability and statistics to:And solutions.,
Development of skill in using graphsmof functions or relations to find solutions

-

Development of skill in using Venn diagrams to find solutions
Development of skill in computing with percent to find solutions
Development of skills of making,. or computing measurements such as area,

volume, weight, time, capacity, or velocity to find solutions
Acquisition of skill in finding solution sets .of mathematical sentences or formulas -

Acquisition of skill in using series, sequences, or geometric patternS .to find
solutions .

Acquisition of skill in using properties of 'geometric figures such as similarity,
congruence, parallelism, or perpendicularity to rind solutions

Solution Interpretation'

Solution Interpretation: Readiness

Exploration of the method of testing counting number.solutions or probleMs
back in the original situations to see if they reflect the actual situation

Exploration of the method of testing guesses or estimates of solutions of
problems in the original situation

Solution Interpretation: KindergartenGrade Three
Exploration of checking the'solutions of simple mathematical sentences
Exploration of testing geoMetric solutions or relationships identified- in.,

drawings, pictographs, or line or circle.graphs in the original situation
Development of skill in testing positive rational number solutions of problems

Solution Interpretation: Grades FourSix
Development of skill in checking solutions of simple mathematical sentences or

formulas
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Development of skill in testing geometric solutions of Problems

Development of skill in interpreting variations in a model in terms of the original

problem sit ua tion
Acquisition of skill in testing rational number solutions of problems

Acqaisition of skill in performing experiments t6 test solutions of problems

involving measurAients

Solution Interpretation: Grades SevenEight

Exploration of using solutions .of .problems to see if the variables in a given

problem are related directly or inversely
Development of skills to verify the solutions found.using data arranged in tables,

geometric figures, or graphs .

Acquisition of skill in checking solutions of mathematical sentences
Utilization of solutions of problems to predict solutions to related:problems

Probability and Statistics Strand
Collection, Organization, and

Representation of Data

Collection, Organization, and Representation of Data: Readiness

xpidiati'on of counting physical objects and grouping in various quantities

Exploratory discussions of simple inferences drawn from collected data

Collection, Organization, and Representation of Data: KindergartenGrade Three

Exploration actkities for manipulation of concrete objects to generate data and

subsequent discussions of inferences
Explorat" )n experiences in the construction and interpretation of simple liar

graphs
Exploration activities tor construction and interpretation of Simple line graphs

informal development of ideas for construction and interpretation of_ circle

graphs
Development of experiences drawing inferences from simple graphs

Collection, Organization, and Representati6n of Data: Grades FourSix

Exploration activities for manipulation bf objects to generate data; subsequent

discussions of inferences drawn from data collected
Development activities for construction and interpretation of pie or circle graphs

Development activities for construction and interpretation of ideographs or

pictograms
Recognition. of techniques for drawing inferences from collected data

Recognition of techniques for developing tables. for the sollection and

organization of data
.

Collection, Organizatiomiand Representation of Data: Grades SevenEight

Exploration activities for manipulation of objects to generate data and

discussions of inferences drawn from data collected

8 3
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Exploration experiences in using sampling techniques
Exploration ind use of the technique of randqvn seqinling
Acquisition of techniques for drawing inference); fror..1 data
AQquisition of techniques for construction 3nd .;;;-iterpretation of frequency

'tables
Acquisitionof techniques for construction cerpretation of histograms

Interpretation of Data'

Interpretation of Data: Readiness

Exploration of drawing inferences from collected 0

Interpretation of Data: KindergartenGrade Thr,_

Exploration exritznees in determining the range lo, , of data
Recognitiw of techniques for drawing inferences from a set of data

Interliretation of Data: Grades FourSix

Exploration ol tPchliques for calculating the arithmetic average or mean for a
set of data

Development nt the ability to calculate the median, mode, range, and mean for a
given set of data

Development of techniques for drawing inferences from the treatment of the
data set

Interpretation of Data: Grades SevenEight
Exploration of the interpretation of a,normal curve
Exploration of the meaning of standard deviation
Exploration of the meaning and interpretation of quartiles and percentiles

Counting Techniques

Counting Techniques: Readiness

Exploratory experiences in collecting data for one-to-one relationships as well as
sorting and grouping of data

Counting Techniques: KindergartenGrade Three

Exploratory experiences in collecting data for one-to-one relationships as 'well as_
sorting and grouping of data,

Utilization of tally marks or objects Ito record data

Counting Techniques: -Grades Four'Six

Exploratory experiences using manipulative materials in data-counting pro-
cedu'res

Development of techniques for the calculation of the number of combinations
(selections) that can be made from a given set of objects taken r at a time

Development bf technicpfes for the calculation of the permutation (arrange-
ments) of n things taken r at a time

8 4,
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Development of fundamental counting pr ,;edure
Development of tree diagrams to count sdections

Counting Techniques: 'Grades SevenEight

Exploratory experiences, using manipulative matetills in data counting

procedures
Exploration of the determination of a sample space for a particular occurrence
Acquisition of techniques for the calculation of permutat;ons of n things taken r

at a time
.Application of fundamental counting procedure
'Utilization of tree diagrams to count selections

Probability

Probability: Readiness
Exploratory experiences in guessing, hypothesizing, and making predictions,

folloWed by experimentation and discussion

Probability: KindergartenGrade Three
Exploratory experiences in guessing, hypothesizing. and making predictions,

followed by more complex experimentation and discussion

Probability: Grades FourSix

Exploration activities that lead to an understanding of ilk: definition of

probability
Development of an understanding of odds
li:velopment of the concept of an event

Probability: Grades SevenEight
Development of an understanding of the probability of an event that is certain

to occur
Development of an understanding of the probability of an event that is certain'

not to occur
Development of experiences with P(A r1B) and P(A U B)
Develcpment of an understanding of independent events
Development of an understanding of complementary events

Development of an understanding of mutually exclusive event:.

Relations and Functions Strand
Patterns

Patterns: Readiness
Exploration activities for the completion or construction of pictorial representa-

tions of patterns
Exploration activities for the identification of patterns in the relationships

between objects (such as shape, location, size, time, Weight, and temperature)

8 5
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Exploration activities involving the recognition of patterns of symmetry and
repetition in geometric objects or drawings

Exploration activities involving the recognition of patterns in simple numerical
sequences

Development of skills in recisnizing patterns in the relationships between, or
properties of, objects such as shape, location, size, time, weight, temperature,
and so forth

Development of skills in identifying missing terms in numerical sequences
Acquisition of meaningful vocabulary of comparison

Patterns: grades FourSix

Exploration activities for the recognition of specific mathematical patterns
Exploration activities for the use of mathematical patterns
Acquisition of skills in using mathematical patterns that can serve as models of

given problems

Patterns: Grades SevenEight

Development of skills in identifying patterns in numerical sequences
Developrnent of skills in using variatles in the representations of mathematical

pat terns
Utilization of skills in using mathematical patterns as models of given problems
Maintaining the meaningful vocabulary of comparison

Relations

Relations: Readiness

Exploration activities involving the concept of a set of ordered pairs
Exploraticin of the concept of pairing by associating names with objects
EXploration activities that illustrate various examples of relations

Relations: KindergartenGrade Three

Exploration activities that will involve a description of a set of ordered pairs
through pictorial representation

Exploration activities that will involve compariscp-oftett through matching
Development of a simple mathematical language for sets-bf ordered pairs
Development of skills in recognizing equivalent sets
Development of skills in determining the rules for finding sthe second number of

an ordered pair
Development of skills in using the comparison relationships between sets by

determining if the number of a set is greater than, less than, or equal to the
number of another set

Acquisition of skills in identifying the properties of order on the number line by
(a) determining numbers that come before and after a given number; (b)
'determining one more than and one less than a given number; and (c)
comparing fractions on, the number line

Identification of the symbols <,>, =,*
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Relations: Grades FourSix
Exploration of activities for the identification and interpretation of ordered

pairs of numbers
Exploration of activities for the identification and demonstr.ation of various

types of relations
DeVelopment of skills in expressing a given relation, using a mathematical

sentence; and in graphing the solution set on the Cartesian coordinate plane
Development of skills in recognizing the one-to-one correspondence of sets
Development of skills in recognizing the equality and inequality of rational

numbers
Acquisition of skills involving the location of points on the number line
Acquisition of skills that involve the comparison of numbers on the number 1:A:
Acquisition of skills involving the graphing of solution sets of simple and

compound mathematical sentences

Relations: Grades SevenEight
Exploration activities irfvolving the collecting of data for different types of

rela tions
Development of skills in defining one-to-one correspondence between sets, both

finite and infinite
Development of skills involved in recognizing the domain, range, and rule of a

relation
Development of .skills used in recognizing the three properties of equivaleice

relations
Acquisition of skills used in graphing solution sets of number sentences on the

number line
Acquisition of skills in recognizing the relations between sets (inclusion and so

forth)

Functions

Functions: Readiness
Exploration of activities that involve sets of ordered pairs
Exploration of activities that involve the use of pictorial representations related

to functions

Functions: KindergartenGrade T'c'e
EXploration of activities for the idemification of a rule for differe t graphs of

functions
Exploration of activities involving addition and subtraction, using :don

machines
Exploration of activities involving the many functional relations existing in

nature
Development of skills in identifying graphs of functions '

Functions: Grades FourSix
Exploration of activities for determining rules for function machines
Development of activities for recognizing functions

8 7
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Development or activities for defining functions
Developint of skills in generating addition and multiplication tables from

function machines
Acquisition of skills in illustrating formulas as functions (length. volume)

Functions: Grades SevenEight

Exploration of activities involving recognition of the fundamental operations as
functions

Acquisition of skills to apply the concept of pairing to relations
Exploration of activities involving recognition of formulas, statements, graphs,

or tabulated data as functions

Graphs

Graphs: Readiness

Exploration activities involving graphs related to physical objects.
Exploration activities that will use simple charts for reference, comparison, and

recordkeeping
Development of skills leading to the recognition of patterns through special

activities involving pictorial representation of re..lations

Graphs: KindergartenGrade Three

Exploration activities for development of a mathematical language through
pictorial representation

Exploration activities that inClude recognition and construction of various kinds
of graPhs

Development of activities for interpretation of graphs and tables
Exploration activities for the application of the use of tally marks for counting
ExplonVion activities that include the illustration and construction of frequency

tables for use in recordkeeping
Exploration activities that include representation of number pairs in tabular and

graphical form
Exploration activities that include tabulation of data
Development of activities for locating points by using ordered pairs of numbers

Graphs: Grades FourSix

Exploration activities for interpretation of data by bar and double bar graphs
Exploration activities that will include interpreting and graphing of data:given as

sets of ordered pairs
Exploration activities that include construction of the Cartesian product for anY

two sets of whole numbers
Development of skills that generate sets oC ordered pairs from tables, relations,

fmrnulas, and so forth
Development of activities for determining a rule for the graph of a relation
Development of skills thatinclude graphing of ordered pairs
Acquisition of skills for dentifying, interpreting ,. and constructing the coordi-

nate plane 8
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Acquisition of skills for recognizing graphs of functions
Acquisition of skills involved in graphing linear functions, using whole numbers,

rationals, and integers
Acquisition of skills involved in interpreting and constructing line and circle

graphs

Graphs: Grades .Seven Eight

Exploration activities that involve recognition,construction, interpretationTand---
demonstration-of-various kinds of graphs
Exploration activities that include collecting data for sets of ordered pairs
Exploration activities that include interpreting charts and graphs from data
Development of skills needed for construction and uSe of the coordinate plane
Development of skills that will include construction Of graphs of relations,

including inequalities
Acquisition of skills that will include plotting of linear and quadratic functions,

stepfunctions, and constant functions
Acquisition of skills that will include defining the Cartesian plane as the set of all

ordered pairs of real numbers

0
Logical Thinking Strand

Formal and Informal Reasoning

Formal and Informal Reasoning: Readiness
Exploration of methods of sorting and matching objects, using .appropriate

vocabulary
DevelopMent of ability to make com parisons
Development of concepts of more , fewer, and same number as, using sets of

objects

Formal and Informal Reasoning: KindergartenGrade Three
Exploration using manipulatives to express short chains of logical reasoning
Exploration of the vocabulary of logic in simple mathematical sentences
Development of visual discrimination.and informal reasoning
Exploration of patterns for logical reasoning
Development of the concepts of between, before, after, and so forth
Experiences in logical reasoning in situations with one or two conditions
Development of the vocabulary of logic (and, or, not, if. ... , then)

Formal a0: informal Reooning: Grades FourSix.'

gonin a pplied to,u using more formal reas manipulative games 'and

materials
Exploration of the logical meaning of all, sOme, and none
Development of conjunction, disjunction, negation, and conditional
DevelOpment of the mathematical meaning of or, and, not, if. ... , then, all, or

some
Application of patterns 'of reasoning to more complex situations involving

several true statements

8 9
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Application of flowcharts to show steps in operations and solution of word

problems

Formal and Informal Reasoning: Grades SevenEight
Exploration of deductive and inductive arguments with and without manipula-

fives
Exploration of number puzzles and games to extend concepts of logical thinking
Identification and construction of simple deductive arguments
Wentification of the use of,precise statements in logical reasoning procedures

Patterns in Mathematics

Patterns in Mathematics: Readiness
Exploration of pattern recognition, using concrete objects
Recognition of Akenesses and differences
Recognition of objects on the right or left and first or last in a series

Patterns in Mathematics: KindergartenGrade Three
Exploration of patterns, using geometric figures and simple applications in

nature
Recognition of patterns and practice in making logical choices
Identification and extension of patterns of numbers
Development of patterns for multiplication and division readiness

Patterns ih Mathematics: Grades FourSix
Recognition and use of patterns and se'cluences
Recognition and use of patterns in basic operaiions and algorithms and

number theoretic concepts such as factors, primes, powers, and so forth
Application of pattern recognition to'puzzle situat, ons
Utilization of patterns the determination of rules for function Machines

in

Patterns in Mathematin: Grades SevenEight
Exploration of complex patterns in nature, art, architecture, and so forth
Recognition of Patterns, using different numeration systems antecedent to the

decimal system
Application Of number properties to extend the basic facts
Comparison of systems of numeration to find basic principles
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Appendix C

Criteria for Evaluating Instructional Materials
in Mathematics for Kindergarten

Through Grade Eight
Approved by the State Board of Education, May 9, 1974

I. can ten t Coverage

A. Arithmetic. iVionhers. am/ Operations. The materials shall pro-
vide for:

Use of the concept of one-to-one correspondence as a basic
tool for 'developing the concepts of-number, counting, and
order

-I. Presentation of the number line and number plane as an aid
in development of the concept of number and operation with
numbers, both positive :;..11 negative

3. Earlier and greater emphasis upon decimal notation and
eomputation with decimals prior to formal computation with
numbers in fraction form

4. Memorization and use, on a regular basis, of the basic
arithmetic facts of addition and multiplication

5. Use of the basic addition facts in the dev lopment of the
operation or subtraction

6. Use of the operations of subtraction and multiplication in
developing the division algorithm

7. Learning, and use".of the equRlity and order relations
8. Use of properties, or operations in -the development, of

computational skills to the extent that those properties are
required for understanding
Development of an understanding of elementary number
theory concepts

10. Development of computational skills with positive and
negative numbers

11. Selection or the operation(s) appropriate to solving 'given
problems
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12. Doing mental arithmetic
13...Development of the concept of place value in the decimal

numeration system
14. Development of exponential notation
15. Development of scientific notation
16. Development of an understanding of real numbers which

includes square roots and cube roots
17. Development of the representation of rational numbers as

repeating decimals
18, Activities that develop the following:

a. Understanding of decimal notation
b. Computational skills with decimals
c. Fraction concept and fraction notation
d. Concepts or ratio, proportion, and percent
e. Skill in rounding off numbers

13. Geonwtry. The materials shall provide for:
1. Intuitive, informal development of basic geometric concepts

utilizing the environment as a source for models
2: Introduction of the concepts of similaritY, c'ongruence, and

transformations
3. Opportunities to explore the concepts of parallelism, perpen-

'diCularity, and,,skewness
4. Cla ification of geometric shapes
5. Activities for using simple geometric instruments
6. Use -and construction of two.- and three-dimensional .models
7. Intuitive development of reasoning procedures beginning

with simple arguments
8. ActiVities for "computing length, .circumference, perimeter,

area, volume., and angle measures of common geometric
figures

9. Introduction of the use of the Pythagorean Formula.,
10: _Informal development of elementary concepts of coordinate

geometry
C. Measurement. The materials shall:

I. Provide "hands-on" experiences in measuring 'familiar
objects.

2. Provide flexibility in the choice of a unit for measuring, with
the introduction of arbitrary units preceding instruction in
standard units.

3. Present standard units as a uniform way of reporting
measurements.

4. Employ the metric system known as the International
System of Units (SI) as the standard units of measurement.

03
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5. Avoid cOmputational colwersions betWeen the U.S. Custom-
ary. Units System and the International System of Units (SI).
The material may provide For informal comparisons of metric
units .with U.S. customary units. /

6. Offer many opportunities For developinent of skills and
practice in estimating common- measurements.

7. Develop an understanding .of the approximate nature of
measurement.

8. Provide numerous activities for pupils to improve their skill
in reading various measnring instruments.

9. Provide opportuniticS for pupils to make and interpret scale
drawings and maps:

10. Provide opportunities for pupils to develop formulas for
determining measurements such as perimeter, area, and
volume, and provide exercises for using these Formulas.

D. Problem SolvinglApplications. Materials shall provide:

1 . Activities .that permit experimentatiOn and investigation in.
open-ended,situations

2. Problems drawn from everyday 'situations
3. Opportunities for students to compare and contrast, summa-.

rize, order events sequentially, develop an awarencss of cause
and effect relationships, and predict outcomes

4. Experiences in the organizing of information into tables,
.

charts, and graphs
5. Situations which require problem Formulation, mathematic

model building, development of solution strategies,. and
solution interpretation

6.-Development of a variety of solution strategies or tactics
7. Probleath for which several alternative solution 1 strategics

exist
8. Explicit oppOrtunities For students to use:different solution

strategies when solving problems
9. Open-ended and challenging problem's to encourage conjec-

ture, data recording, analysis and discerning of patterns, and
making of generalizations

E. Probability and Statistics. Materials shall provide:
I. ActiVities for collecting, organizing, and .representing data

derived from real-life-situations
2. Activities that develop the fundamental couriiing procedure

through the use of tree diagrams
3. Activities that deyelop the concepts of permutations

(arrangements) and combinations (selections)
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4. Experiences in making guesses about patterns or trends that
might appear among data

5..Activities which lead to making statistical inferences
6. Activities which lead to an understanding of the various

measures of central tendency and dispersion
7. Systematic development of vocabulary pertinent to the topic

of probability and statistics
8. Concrete activities that lead to the development of elemen-

tary concepts of probability
9. Opportunities for students to make predictions based on

samples of data they have collected and for promoting the
disthission of how reliable those prediction's might be

F. Relations and Functions. 'Materials shall provide:
Activities that develop skills in constructing and interpreting
tables, charts graphs, and schedules

2. Introduction and-use of mappings, correspondences, ordered
pairs, and "rules" leading to an intuitive development of the
concepts of function and relation

3. Gradual development of notations for the function concept
4. USe of the concept of a function to make experimental

inferences, using situations drawn from areas that represent
applications of mathematics

5.\Experiences to encourage pupils to look for and discover
patterns and relationships and to foringeneralizations.':

G. Logical Thihking. Materials shall provide:
Maniaulative activities, games, and puzzles which stimulate
and it ford opportunities for developing elementary reasoning

4'patterns
2. Activities involving trial and error that permit students to

explore,and discover logical patterns
3. OpPortunities for children to discover and apply reasoning

patterns to nonmathematical situations
4. Activities for exploring direct and indirect reasoning patterni*

H. Manner of Presentation

A. Pupil Needs. The materials shall provide:
1. Experience in consumer decision making
2. Role models that expand the vocational and social horizons

of both boys and girls
3. Enrichment experiences, for children at all ability. levels
4. Multisensory approach to learning

9 5
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5. Historical development of some concepts and skills and
historical references to important mathematical discoveries

6. Systematic approach toward developing reading skills in
mathematics .

7. Opportunities for the development of 'new and unfamiliar
concepts, when appropriate, in a mariner which proceeds
from the concrete to the abstract

8. Activities at all levels which develop concepts and skills
through the use of manipulative aids

9. Presentation of concepts and skills at levels which meet the
needs of individ/Ual learners

10. Opportunity for a learner to progress at a rate and in a style
commensurate with his learning abilities and interests

11. Opportunity/for development and use of aPpropriate mathe-..
matiCal vocdbulary .r,12. Some ans ers for students to facilitate self-appraisal

13. Experien es and settings representative of all socioeconomic
levels, e groups, urban and rural environments

14. Respecil for the emotional, physical, and intellectual needs of
childr n from all cultures, socioeconomic levels, family
struc ures, :int diverse backgrounds, 'including suburban,
rur9, migr `, and inner-city experiencesi

15. Hep for I' Ident in identifying vaWs and value systems
of'our tr , ,; ed society

. 1

16. Considr the relationship between people and their
. physi, al unment, and promotibb of a responsible,attituue tcv,..., d that envircinment .,.

B. Content Organization. The rruterials shall:

I. Pro,flue .z:tuarions which develop students' investigative and
expl'r"' tory 'skills.

2. Dev4 the interrelated skills of corrimunication.
3: Include ,probletYlsolving based upon students' experiences in

. school, home, and community.
4. Provide recreational activities, including games which have

appeal to all students, which ale designed to satisfy , a basic
mathematical objective.

5. Include innovative approaches in the presentation of compu-
tational skills which are designed to stimulate interest and
motivate learning. /

6. Be designed so that the format clearly indicates the concepts
and skills being developed.

_ ... _
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7. Provide for the study of the concepts of sets only to the
extent that sets oare required for an adequate understanding
of the content outlined in theTramework.

8. Be designed so that there is a- smOoth transition froni
concrete learning experiences to abstract learning experiences.

9. Be designed to develop an appreciation fOr.. the beauty,
.history, and language of Mathematics.

III. Teacher Materials

The teacher materials shall:
I. Provide an adequate interpretation of tables, charts, graphs,

schedules, and maps.
2. Suggest, strategies for teaching students to learn to read

instructions.
3. Suggest strategies to use in organizing a class into groups for

the purpose of instruction, tutoring, or evaluation.
4. Describe a variety of alternative activities, for potential use in

accoinplishing the student objectives stated by the publisher.
\5. Outline specific classroom activities that require pupils to use

or develop skill in elementary addition,,subtraction, multipli-
cation, and division.

6. provide . a list of the student or program objectives for the
instructional materials presented.

7.. Suggest strategies and activities for developing mental arith-
métic skills and skill in estimating solutions of problems.

8. Provide teachers with materials and guidande to facilitate
evaluation of the classroom program as well as individual
pupil progress. These evaluation recommendations shall
describe the construction, use, and limitations of a variety of
measurement tools, including standardized tests, publisher-
made tests, teacher-made tests, item-sanipling for group
assessment, diagnostic tests, and observation/interview
techniques.

9. Provide a description of the mathematical development of
the content included in the pupil progam, expand upon
these concepts, and provide historical perspective' whenever
appropriate.

-10. Include suggestions for the development of interest, motiva-
tion, and favorable attitudes with regard to the learning of
Mathematics.

9 7.


